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WARRANTY
Within one year of purchase, Racal-Dana will repair or repiace your
instrument, at our option, if in any way it is defeetive in material or

workmansnip. The instrument must be returned to the eountry of
purehase, unless prior arrangement has been made, and Racal-Dana
instruments will pay ail parts and labor charges. Just eall Raeal-Dana
Customer Service at (?14) 859-8999 in U.s.A., windsor (0753) 868101 in
nnjtanC, (1) 3-955-8888 in Franee, 06102-286L/2 in Germeny or (02)

5062767',5062686, or 503444 in Italy for assistanee. We will advise you

of the proper shipping address for your prepaid shipment. Your
instrument will be returned to you freight prepaid.

PROPRIETARY NOTICE
This doeument and the teehnieal data herein diselosed, are proprietary
to Racal-Dana lnstruments, Ine., and shall not, without express written
permission of Raeal-Dana Instruments, Ine., be used, in whole or in part
to solieit quotations from a eompetitive souree or used for
manufaeture by anyone other than Raeal-Dana Instruments, Ine. The
information herein has been developed at private expense, and may
only be used for operation and maintenanee referenee purposes or for
purposes of engineering evaiuation and incorporation into teehnieal
speeifieations and other doeuments whieh speeify procurement of
prociuets from Raeal-Dana Instruments, Ine.



FOR YOUR SAFETY
Before undertaking any maintenanee proeedure, whether it be a

speeifie troubleshooting or maintenance proeedure deseribed herein or
an e:ploratory procedure aimed at determining whether there has been

a maffunction, read the appiicable seetion of this manual and note
carefully the WARNING and CAUTION notices eontained therein.

The equipment deseribed in this manual eontains voltage hazardous to
human life and safety and which is eapable of inflieting personal
injury. The cautionary and warning notes are ineluded in this manual to
alLrt-operator and maintenanee personnel to the eleetrical hazards and

thus prevent personal injury and damage to equipment-

If this instrument is to be powered from the AC line (mains) through an

autotransformer (sueh as a Variae or equivalent) ensure that the
eommon eonneetor is conneeted to the neutral (earthed pole) of the
power suppiy.

Before operating the unit ensure that the proteetive conductor (g1e9n

wire) is tonneeteC to the ground (earth) proteetive conduetor of the
power outlet. Do not defeat the proteetive feature of the third
proteetive eonduetor in the power cord by using a two eonductor
extension eord or a three-prong/two-Prong adaptor.

Maintenance and calibration procedures eontained in this manual
sometimes eall for operation of the unit with power appiied and
proteetive eove6 removed. Read the proeedures earefully and heed

Warnings to avoid nliven eireuit points to ensure your personai safety.

Before operating this instrument:

1. Ensure that the instrument is configured to operate on

the voitage avaiiabie at the power souree. See

Installation Seetion.

2, Ensure that the proper fuse is in plaee in the instrument
for the power souree on which the instrument is to be
operated.

3. Ensure that all other devices conneeted to or in proximity
to this instrument are properly grounded or conneeted to
the proteetive third-wire earth ground.

If at any time the instrument:

Fails to oPerate satisfaetorilY
Shows visibie damage
Has been stored under unfavorabie eonditions
Has sustained stress

It should not be used untii its performance has been cheeked bv
qualified personnel.
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sEcTtoru 1 GENERAL DESCRIPTIGN

1.1 INTRODUCTION.

1.1.1 This manual contains, in addition to the general

description and specifications, installation, interface, oper-
ation and applications instructions for the Racal-Dana Series
9500 Timer-Counters. The installation and interface sec-

tion includes mechanical and eiectrical information re-

quired to prepare the instrument for bench operation or for
incorporating the instrument into a system.

1.1 .2 Operating instructions presented in Section 3 in-
ciude a description of a1l operating controls and indicators,
a caLibration check procedure, and operating procedures

for each mode and feature of the instrument. Operating
procedures are provided for both bench and system oper-
ation.

1.1.3 Typical applications are explained in Section 4
along with software examples, equipment interconnections
and operating tips.

1.2 GENERAL DESCRIPTION.

1.2.1 The Series 9500 TimeriCounters include the Models
9510, 95 12,9514 and 951 5. The description presented in the
following paragraphs refer generally to these instruments:
specific differences are noted in appropriate paragraphs for
clarity.

1.3 MEASUREMENT CAPABILITIES.

1.3.1 The Series 9500 Timer/Counters are designed to
perform five basic measurements; frequency, period. time
interval, frequency ratio and totalize. The function and
capabilities of the instruments for each of these basic meas-
urements is described in the following paragraphs.

1.3.2 Frequency Measurement.

1.3.2.1 The instrument is normally equipped with two
input channels for the measurement of frequency between
0 and 100 megahertz. The general input is designed for
synchronous operation; when tlds channel is used. the
instrument will measure only a signal of sufficient ampli-
tude. Channei B is designed for continuous arm operation;
the instrument measurement cycle is continuous regardless

of the amplitude of the incomrng signal. Options are avail-
able ior direct measurement of frequencies to 512 mega-

hertz or for prescaled measurement ol 1.25 GHz. These

high fiequency options operaie rvith the channel C input.

1.3.3 Period Measurement.

1.3.3.1 Period Measurement function is designed to meas-
ure the period of time required for one complete cycle of
an input signal. The instrument is also equipped with a

period average function which permits the measurement of
repetitive waveforms to higher resolution than can be

obtained using the period function.

1.3.4 Time lnterval Measurement.

1.3.4.1 Two methods of Time Interval Measurement are

provided; time interval and time interval average. The Time
Intervai function is used to measure the eiapsed time
between two electrical events. The Time Interval Average

function provides greater resolution rvhen measuring repeti-
tive inputs.

1.3.5 Frequency Ratio Measurement.

1.3.5.1 This function provides the capability to measure
directly the ratio between two frequencies with complete
controi of the siope, range, coupling and trigger level of
both the signal input and reference inpurs. The instrument
is also capable of measuring the ratio of a high frequency
signai (up to 1.25 GHz) to a signal with a frequency between
0 and l0 megaherrz.

1.3.6 Totalize.

1.3.6.1 This function of the instrument provides the capa-
biiity to count a series of input pulses or electrical events
over a period ol time controlied by the operator. The count
may be stopped and started again repeatedly through use

of a front panel pushbutton.

1.3.7 Special Features.

1.3.7.1 The Series 9500 Timer/Counters include a wide
variety of measurement control capabilities. unique oper-
ating features and automatic functions not found in most
electronic counters. These features and capabilities are
described in the following paragraphs.

1.3.8 Automatic-Triggering.

1.3.8.1 It is often necessarv to measure signais of un-
known magnirude. For simpiicity ol operation. the N,todel

951:l and Model 95i5 are equipped with an auromaric trig-

1-1
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gering circuit which measures the amplitude of the incoming

measurement waveform and automatically sets the triggering

level to the optimum point. This minimizes false counting

due to noise and ringing on the input signal during frequency

and period measurements. Further, it saves operating time

usually requireci for adjustment ol a trigger level control'

1.3.9 Measurement Gate Control.

1.3.9.i To provide a wide variety of measurement appli'

cation capabilities, the Series 9500 Timer/Counters are

equipped with special circuits which ailow control of the

measurement gate start and stop time by external means.

In normai operation the measurement gate control is a

lunction of the measurement mode and input channel

selection. When the channel A input is used, the measure-

ment gate will not open until the measurement signal

appiied to the channel A input is of sufficient magnitude to

trigger the instrument. Channel B, on the other hand' is

designed for continuous arming and the measurement cycle

is under controi of the sample rate control on the front
panel. Controi of the measurement gate may be accom-

plished by an external control signal applied to a con-

nector on the rear panel of the instrument. Selection

of the measurement gate control mode is accomplished by

setting a switch on the rear panel of the instrument. When

theModels95l4 and9515 are operated in the system mode'

selection of the measurement gate control may be done by

svstem commands via the general purpose interface bus. The

description of the measurement gate control operation in the

various modes is presented in the following paragraphs.

1 3.e.: sELECrrvE GATE CONTRoL. (fu )

1.3.9.2.1 It is often necessarv to measure the period of a

train of pulses or electrical events as opposed to the period

of a single event. This is easily accomplished with the Selec-

tive Gate Control. By applying a positive going TTL pulse

to the gate control input, the counter's measurement gate

can be controlled so that the measurement encompasses

the desired period. The rising edge ol the TTL pulse

arms the counter to trigger at the first correct trigger point

to begin the measurement. The high level of the TTL pulse

inhibits the measurement gate lrom closing. Thus. the meas-

urement gate is held open until the external gate control

signai goes low. The falling edge of the external gate con-

trol signai then enables the counter to terminate the meas-

urement when the.next correct point occurs.

,A&B I
1.3.e.3 SYNCHRONOUS wINDOw CONTROL (-i-1)

i.3.9.3.1 The Syncirronous Window t'eattrre is trsed to
isolate a pulse or a period ol time dLrring which the c)500

is to make a timing meirsurement. Bv moving tire time

posttion ol the svncluonotis rvindow control pulse lnd by

varving the width ol the ptrlse. r selective metsLlrement

rvindorv is crc'ared lvirich defines the area oi time dr-rring

lvhicir the 9500 wilL make its measLlrement. This leltr-rre ls

I-:

aiso used to isolate a pulse or part of the input signal for
automatic triggering.

1.3.9.3.2 In the time interval average measurement mode.

an externally applied pulse controls the arming ol channels

A and B. The rising edge of the positive going TTL puise

enables both channels to trigger at the next set of correct

trigger points. The lalling edge disables both channeis. Con'

sequently, the measurement window is created during wiuch

time the 9500 can make a measurement.

1.3.9.4 GATE DELAY.

1.3.9.4.1 This mode of measurement is very similar to
the selective gate mode except that the counler does not

arm at the rising edge of the control wareform. The counter

is prevented from t'inishing a measurement whenever the

control waveform is at a lugh level. A typical application of
this mode is the measurement of time between RF bursts

when a control signal is not availabie (i.e.. tlte selective gate

mode cannot be used). In such a case the time intervai mode

is selected. the gate olltput slgnal tiom the counter is r-rsed

to trigger a pulse generator and the puise generator is ad-

justed to provide the control waveform whose duration is

longer than the RF bi.rrst. Thus, the incoming RF measttre-

ment burst signal will trieger the counter and the control
wavetbrm from the puise generator will prevent the counters

measurement gate from closing until the arrivai ol the next
RF burst.

1.3.9.5 EXTERNAL ART,I.

1.3.9.5.1 The instrument mav be e.xternally armed by'

use ofa control signal applied to the slte control connector

on the rear panel rvhen operating on the standard intertace

bus. Tlus allows the controller or system to control the

trigger arming remotely wirile in the system mode of oper-

ation. This ieature is availabie on the ,\lodel 9514 and

95i5 instruments only and is not avarlable ior bench oper-

ation. In tlils mode of operation, I rising edge at the grte

control input wili arm ttre counter.

1.3.9.6 GATE CONTROL VERSUS INSTRU},IENT
FL}ICTION.

1.3.9.6.1 The Gate Control t'eatr-rres operate with many

ol the instrument fttnctions. There are, ltowever. some

restrictions to tl're use of the gate control lunctions witir
the various operating modes of the instrument. Ret'er to

Table 3.15 to determine tirnctional compatibilitl- rvith gate

controi modes.

1.3.10 High Resolution Q i\lanoseconCs) Single
Shot Time lnterval Measurement.

i.i.10. I The 9500 oilers e melsttremertt mode tC '-\-B )

,,vluch counts tite RF channei irtoiLt .iurrng tire time benveen



triggers of the start and stop channels A and B. Ttris capa-

bility provides 2 nanosecond resolution for single shot time

interval measurements. With a 500 megahertz signal applied
to channel C, the instrument performs as a timer/counter
with a 500 megahertz relerence clock. A typical application

and operating example of this mode of operation is shown

in the operation section, Table 3.15.

1.3.11 General Purpose lnterface Bus.

1 .3. 1 I . 1 Modeis 95 14 and 95 I 5 are equipped with a

IEEE-STD488-1978 interface. The instrument may

be remotely controlled via the interface bus. The instru'
ment's bus message repertoire is complete in that it may be

commanded to perform all functions on all ranges that it
performs in the bench operation mode. Operation, addressing

and bus protocol are expiained in subsection 3.3 of the oper-

ating section of this manual. The instrument address assign-

ment is illustrated in Table 3.26, while the interface message

repertoire is listed in Table 3.28. The device dependent

messages used to assemble operating programs are shown in
Tabte 3.29. The IEEE-STD488-1978 Interface Subset Cap-

abi-lity is presented in Table 3.25.

1.3.12 Parallel BCD lnterface.

1.3.12.1 The Model 9512 employs the 8-4-2-1 binary
coded digits (BCD) to interface with remote automatic
controllers. The remote interface through connector J210
enables the progranrning of all functions on all ranges

pertormed in bench operation mode. Subsection 3.4, the

operation section of this manual, explains the operation,
addressing and protol. Recorder bus interface, through J209

supplies the instrument measurements format to peripheral

devices.

1.4 oPTIONS.

1.4.1 There are a number of options available for the

9500 series counter-timer. The options are described in the

foilowing paragraphs.

1.4.2 Master Oscillator (Options 22A and 24Al..

1.4.2.1 Three master oscillators are available. The standard

oscillator has an aging rate of less than 3x10-7 per month.

(See specifications section.) Two options are also available.

The Option 22A oven oscillator replaces the standard oscil-

lator and provides an aging rate ofless than 3x10'9 per day.

The Option 24A oven oscillator provides an aging rate of
less than 5xl0-Ioper day.

1.4.3 External Reference Multiplier (Option 10).

1.4.3.1 An optional external reference multiplier (Option
10) may be added to use an external reference lrequency of
1 llHz or 5 MHz. The external rei-erence multiplier will use

the external 1 MHz or 5 MHz signal to produce a 10 MHz
reference signai.

1.4.4 512MHz Direct Count Channel C
(Option 41).

1.4.4.1 For measuring signals between 50 MHz and 512
MHz a signai conciitioner is avaiiable. This optron is

used in the channel C position. The specifications lor the

high frequency channel C option are included in the general

specifications Table 1.1.

1.4.5 1.25 GHz Prescaled Channel C (Option 42).

1.4.5.1 For measuring signals between 50 MHz and 1.25

GHz a prescaler and signal conditioner is available. The

specifications for Option 42 are n the generai specilications
Table l.i.

1.4.6 Extended Programming Capability
(Option 55E For 9514 & 9515)

1.4.6.\ This option adds remotely programmable 50 ohm
input impedance leature for channels A and B. In addition
it provides for program control of the Gate Control i'eatures

of the instrument.

1.4.7 Analog Trigger Output (Option 70)

1.4.7.1 This option provides a DC voltage avaiiable at the

rear panel which corresponds to the triggering level of the

input. It has a range of - 3.2 V to + 3.2 V. h will mirror
either the anaiog setting, or DAC setting (on 9512,9514, or

95 1 5 only) depending on which type of trigger leve1 seiection

is in control. The output trigger level is independent ofthe
input attenuators, for example, if the trigger levei output
reads 1.5 V and the X100 attenuator is inuse, the internai

trigger level is (1.5 x 100) V or 150 V.

1.5 ELECTRICAL DESCRIPTION.

1.5.i A simplified block diagram of the Series 9500
Universal Counter-Timer is shown in Figure 1.1. Note that
the diagram shows the interface circuits contained in the

Models 9512,9514 and 9515. The basic dil'ference between

the 95 10 and 95 12 and the other instruments ls the GPIB

interface capabi-lity and micro processor-controller aut o tri g-

ger feature. For simpiicity, the block diagram shows the

relationship of the instrument rneasrrrement circuits to the

interface circuits. The phase-locked-loop frequency muiti-
plier feature of the 95 15 increases the resolution using 100

MHz reference signal.

1.5.-1 Input channels A and B are identical through the

signal conditioning circuits. The high frequency channei C

circuit is an optional plug-in board which includes a signal

conditioner for the 50 MHz to 512 MHz measurement

input signal. The signal conditioning circuits contain the
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AC/DC coupling circuits, the attenuator, the signal con-

ditioning amplifiers and schmitt trigger circuits to condi-
tion and convert the measurement signal to a pulse suitable

for application to the steering and sync circuits. The con-

ditioned measurement signals are routed to the steering and

synchronization circuits which in tum route them to the
gate control or to the main gate depending on the function
and mode selected. As shown on the diagram, the selected
measurement signai may be used as the count signal while
the gate control signais control the flow of the count to the
accumulator. For example, when measuring frequency in
the FA mode the selected measurement signals are applied
to the main gate and the start/stop signals from the time
base generator through the steering and synchronization
logic produce the gate which allows the count signals to
reach the accumuiator. In this situation the count signal

is the FA selected measurement and the gate signal is the

time base generator.

1.5.3 The converse is true in some functions such as

time intervai measurement. in time interval mode, the con-

ditioned measurement signals are used to produce the

START/STOP signal for the gate control and thus the gate

control produces the gate signal to control the main gate.

The count signal is a clock signal derived from the master

oscillator.

1.5.4 The conditioned measurement signals are also

routed fiom the signal conditioning circuits to the marker
generator. The marker generator circuit produces an exter-
nal marker useful for obsewing the measurement time on

an oscilloscope. The marker signal starts when channel A
triggers and terminates when channel B triggers" The marker
pulse represents the precise measurement of the time be-

tween channel A and channei B triggering. The trigger ievels

can be adjusted very accurately with the use of an oscillo-
scope and the external marker. The osciiloscope trace dis-

plays the point where the time measurement starts and

terminates.

1.5.5 The counter uses an internal master oscillator
which produces a 10 MHz clock signai for a measurement

reference. There are 3 choices of master osciilator for the

instrument, as described in the general description. The

specifications for the optional oscillators are listed in the

specifications section. There are occasions when it is desir-

able to use the master osciliator frequencv for external
purposes. For this reason, the output of the master oscil-

lator can be routed to the reference connector through
appropriate switching on the rear panel of the instrument.
See Figure 3.2.

1.5.6 In some applications it is desirable to use an out-

side reference frequency for the master reference of the

9500 timer-counter. In this application, the external refer-
ence frequency is applied Io the connector on the rear

panel and the instrument then uses the external reierence

as a substitute for the internai master oscillator. An exter-

nal signal shouid not be connected to the connector when

the instrument is operatinl on the internal reference
osciilator.

1.5.7 Some users of the instrument may wish to connect
a 1 MHz or a 5 MHz external reference signal to the instru-
ment and for this purpose an optionai reference multiplier
is available (see Figure 3.2). The reference multiplier will
multiply'the 1 MHz or 5 MHz signal and-produce the 10

MHz reference freouency for use as the timebase clock.

1.5.8 As previously described, an external gate control
signal may be appiied to the rear panel connector to con-

dition the timing of the main gate. This is useful when it is

desired to select a particular pulse in a train of pulses or to
control the opening and closing of the main gate through

use of an external gate signal. The external gate controi
signal is applied to the rear panei connector and is routed'to
the gate control to accomplish this external synchronization

of the main gate.

1.5.9 The function! range and mode of the instrument
is controlied through front panei switches which appii, con-

trol signais to the control logic. The control logic appiies

the appropriate controi codes to the synchronization and

steering logic and gate control circuits causing the instru-
ment to perform the desired function.

1.5.10 During the measurement cyc1e, the gated count is

applied to the accumulator for the measurement gate

period. After the main gate is closed, the contents ol the

accumuiator are displayed on the front panel display.

1.5.11 Models 9514 and 9515 inciude a general purPose

interface bus (GPIB). This is shown on the block diagram be'

iow the dotted line. When the GPIB is used, control signais

from the interface bus appiied to the program input sectton

of the GPIB circuits generate control signals as substitutes

for the control signals from the frorit panel switches. Thus,

the system, or external controller, is enabled to operate the

instrument remotely.

1.5.i2 The Model 95i2 instrument is configured lor re-

mote control paraliel BCD output, data is routed out to the

system through the rear panel connectors illustrated in
Figures 3.1 1 and 3.12. This illustration shows the pin signal

assignments for the parallel BCD program input connector
and parallel output connector.

1.5.13 Measurement information lrom the accumulator is

routed to the GPIB circuits for transmission over the rnter-

face bus to the controller or system. Specific information
on the GPIB interface is contained in Section 2 and

includes such information as the interface connector pin/
signal assignments, controi messages and measurement

information format. The operation section contains refer-
ence information lor assembling the necessary GPIB control
messages for remote control of the instrument. Section il
contains remote programming examples ior various appli-
cations. The programming examples include sample pro-
grams developed for the Hewlett Packard 9825 calcuiator
aiong with explanations for each iine ol the various pro-

grams and the printed tape ol the program and measure-

ment result.
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1.6 MECHANICAL DESCRIPTION.

1.6.1 The Series 9500 instruments are completeiy en-

closed in standard rack width aluminum cases' and are

designed for either rack or bench type operation (Figure 1 '2)

1.6.2 The N{odels 9512, 9514 and 9515 contain five

printed circuit boards: the mainlrame or motherboard, the

lnterface board, the switching board, the display board and

the I/O buffer board. Three additionai printed circuit boards

may be added; the channel C high frequency signal con-

ditioner or prescaler for options 41 and 42,lhe options 22A

Table 1.1 - Specifications For Series 9500 Counterflimers

INPUT CHARACTERISTICS

Ghannel A & B
trequeocy Range

0C Coupled: 0 to 100MHz

AC Coulled: 20Hz to 100MHz

Couolinq: DC or AC, switch selectable

Sensitivity
Sinewave: 25mV rms to lMHz

50mV rms to 30MHz
100mV rms to 100MHz

Pulse: 150mV p-p; l0nsec minimum width

lnput lmpedance: lMohm shunted by less than 25pF

Maximum lnput: Xl: 0-20 KHz; 250 Vrms
(widroul damage) 20 KHz - I MHz; 5X106/f

1 MHz - 100 MHz;5 Vrms
X10, Xl00:

0 to 5.5 MHz; 250 Vrms
5.5 - 100 MHz; 1.38X109/{

Attenuator Ranges: 1,10,100; switch selectable or
automatically selected (9514 0niy)

(9514 & 9515 onlY)

Triqqer Level: Adiustable to + 300% 0f voltage range

Prmel Conditionz Zero trigger level

Channel C (Option 41)
Frequency Range: 50MHz to 512MHz direct count

Sensitivity
SinewaYe: 15mVrms,50MHz-512MHz

lnput lmpedance 50 ohms nominal

Marimum 0perating lnput: lV rms

Maximum lnput lflithout
Damaqe: 5V rms (fuse Protected)

f,esolution: lHz in 1 second

Channel C {Option 42}
Frequency Hange: 50MHz to 1.25GHz

Sensitivity
Sinewave: 30mV rms

Scaling Factor: - 4

lnput lmpedance: 50Q nominal

Maximum Ooeratinq lnput: lV rms

Maximum lnput lf'tttout
Oamage: 

' 
SVrms (fuse Protected)

and 24A oscillator power supply board, and the external
reference multiplier board, option 10. The 9512,9514, and

951 5 use a rotary fan for cooling whiie the 95 10 uses a large

heat sinkmounted on the rear panel and the front panel con-

tains the auto trigger pushbuttons, which are not used on the

Modei 9510. The microprocessor controlied interface board

piugs into the display panel through an eCge connector and

is also connected to the motherboard through three dip
connectors and t"1at styie cables. The I/O Buffer printed
circuit board plugs into the rear edge of rhe microprocessor

controiled interface board and fastens mechanically to the

rear panel, providing connection to the interface bus. The

Model 9510 ilstrument without options contains only the

motherboard, display board, and switching board.

1.7 SPECIFICATIONS.

1.7.1 The specifications for the 9500 Series Timer/
Counters are presented in Table 1 .1.

General lnput Characteristics
Aulomatic Ranging:

(Model 9510 Excepted)
Channels A and B voltage ranges are

automatically selected as a function of

the input signals' voltage levels.

i Manual Ranging: Channels A and B voltage ranges are

selected by front panel switch.

Automalic Trigger Level:

iModels 9510 and

9512 Excepted)*

The counter measures the maximum

and minimum peak ol the input slgnal.

calculates the anthmetic mean. and

automatically sets the trigger level at

the mean. Standard on both Channels

A and B. For inputs > 400H2.
> 50mV rms. (0ptional 40Hz)

'This feature also sets t0 a 0C levei and may be used t0 measure BC Y0ltage

FREOUENCY MEASUREMENT TO 100MHz
Frequency Range

DC Coupled:
AC Coupled:

Accuracy: + 1 count + reference enor

lnputs: Channel A and Channel B

Measuremefi Time
Standard Mode:

0 to 100MHz

20Hz to 100MHz

1 psec to 10 seconds, selectable in

decade steps

Display: 9 digits; Hz, KHz or MHz

Sell Isl:
(10-' sec time base) 10.00000MH2

FREOUENCY MEASUREMENT TO 51 2MHz

(Option 41)

Frequency Hange: 50MHz to 512MHz

Accuracy: -+- 1 count -1- reference enor

lnput: Channel C

Measurement Time: 1 

'.rsec 

to 10 sec. seiectable in

decade steps

I-5
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Frequency 0 to lOOMHz

Count Range: 0to
+ l count per gate

Table 1.1 - Specifications For 9500 Series Counterflimers continued

TOTALIZE MEASUREMENTS

nsec, psec

PERIOD AVERAGE MEASUREMENTS
Range: 100nsec to 100 sec

I 0nsec to 1 0sec {9 51 5

-F reference enor + I count

Periods Averaqed: I to 101 selectable in decade steps

'lriqger etroF
S0 0025usec

t1(]ns on 9515
srgnal sl0pe (rn V/psec)

=03'.rrigser etror.57iln
wher€ S/N equals signai t0 noise ratio in vslts and ia
equals rnput trequency.

FREOUENCY RATIO M EASUREMENTS

0 -10MHz

0 - 100MHz

50Hz to Sl2MHz (0ption 41)

50Hz to 1.25GHz (Option 42)

B/A
c/A

Ratio:

Multiplier: f1 scaied by 1 to 10

decade steps

Accuracy: t 1 count t trigger enor of Je

multiplier

0isplay
l{umeric: Nine llmm (.43 inch) yeilow LEO's.

Leading zeros suppressed.

Status lndicators: Trigger lights status.
Dispiay overflow
Gate indicator.

Units indicators.
Model 9514 & 9515 only -

GPlE status indicators
Iaik (addressed to talk)
Listen (addressed to listen)
Remote

SR0 (service request)

Display Time: Adjustable 2Smsec to 5 seconds and
hoid.

lnput/0utput Gonnectors:

0perating Temperatwe, Humidity: 0'C to *50"C, 75% R.H.

Storage Temperature, Humidity: -40"C to +70"C, 75% R.H.

Line Vollage: 50 to 400H2
(50-60H2- ltilodei 9514 & 9515);

100.120, 220. or 240V +10%

80 watts maximum

Net 6.8 ks 05 lb.): shipping 9 5 kq (Z lb )

selectable rn

BNC

l

Frequency Range
Channel A:

Channel B:

Channel C

Direct:
Prescaled:

Ra6o Modes:

I FREOUENCY MEASUREMENT TO 1.25GHZ

+ 1 count + reference enor

TIME INTERVAL MEASUREMENTS
Range: 100nsec to 10" sec _

l0nsec to fO8 sec 1S515 onfV)

Resolution: lOOnsec (10nsec on 9515)

Accuracy: + 1 count+ relerence enot
t triqqer enor'

lnpul'separate Mode: Channel A start and Channel B stop

Common Mode: Channel A start and stop

Oisplay: psec, msec, sec

EVENTS C, A TO B

DC to l0MHz
DC to 10MHz

50MHz ro 512MHz (direct) (Option 41)

50MHz to 1.25GHz (+

0irect Count (0ption 41): 1 cycle of Channel C input
4 cycles of Channel C input

TIME INTERVAL AVERAGE MEASUREMENTS
'lO()psec to 10 sec (1sec on 9515)
l- reference enor -F 2nsec

(trigger error* + 100nsect)

1 to 10i selectable in decade steps

Minimum time between stop and start:
200nsec {50 nsec for 951 5)

Channel A start and Channel B stop
Channel A start and stop

Gate Control lnput
Marimum Yotlage lnput: -5V to *l2V

-5V to +0.5V

*lV to *12V

Low Level:

(Model 9514 & 9515 onlv):
Sensitivity reduced by 6dB above

50MHz. Sensitivity at front inputs not

< 3 x 10-] per month
(5 x 10-' 0"C to *50oC
(1 x l0-7 with 10% line voltage
vanation

Negativ*.going pulse (TTL levels)

available on a rear panel BNC, with
duration equal to Channei A trigger
point to Channel B

lnternal Reference 0uQrn: lOMHz square wave, buffered, TTL

compatible.

l0nsec to 108 sec (9515 only)

100nsec (10nsec on 9515)
+ 1 count + reference enor
+ trigger enor"

ltbiqht:
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Table 1.1 - Specifications continued

GENERAL PURPOSE TNTERFACE BUS (GP|B)

(Models 9514 and 9515 only)

Ivlodels 9514 and 95 i 5 contain a GPIB com-
patible interface. This interface is compliant with
IEEE-Std-488-1975. It provides subsets AH1,
DCl, DT1, L4,PP6, RLl, SHl, SRl and T5 of this
standard to assure ease cf use. The Model 9514
makes programming easy by the use of an
expandable program string. For simple measure-
ments you need only program those functions,
ranges, and controls that affect the measurement.
For more complex measurement requirements,
"high level" controls may be programmed. Use of
the expanded programming option (Option 55E)
further expands the 9514 to allow arming mode
and input impedance to be programmed.

IEEE.STD-488 SUBSET CAPABIUTY

Parallel Poll No Capability

Start/Stop - Totalize mode
Software Trigger-

Single Reading Mode
Reset

0utput Requests:

EXTENDED PROGRAMMING (Option 55E)
Arming Mode:

Automatic Arming/
Continuous Arming

External Arming/No Hold-0tl
Extemal Arming/

Extemai Hold-0ff
Synchronous Window

llrpur
I lmpedance: 50 OHM

i 1 Meg OHM

lnput Controls: Channel A Channel B

Slope:
Positive
Negative

Coupling:
DC

AC

Attenuation:
X1

x]0
xl00

Trigger Level:
Automatic
Programmed

Input Configuration:
Separate
Common - Channel A
Test

Ag Bg
A1 81

I.AA
I.A! DD D

LBA

LBt DDDI

A2 82
A3 83

A4 84
A5 85
A6 86

ss
S1

s2
aa

cs
UI

c2

T

R

Hg
H2
H4

HI
H3
H5

H6

tg
U1

U2
U3

U4

C.xrmmand
Group Description

ASCII
Program

Gode U5
U6

Frequency, Channei A

Frequency, Channel C

Ratio B/A
Ratio C/A
Period - Channei A

Iime lntervai
Period Average - Channel A

Time lnterval Average
Frequency, Channei B

Events C, (A*B)
Totalize

FS
F1

F2

IJ
F4

F5

F6

F7

F8

FS

F:

1-8

GS

G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

G6

G7

pRoG RA M A B I L I Ty : ;lJl:i:ff i?,,"',rrois 
except rine

DATA OUTPUT FORMAT: .XXXXXXXXXE+XXCRLF

MAXIMUM ADDRESSING TIME: less than 350pS

MAXIMUM READING RATE: (3.3msec*satetime)
per Reading

SllB- i Descriotion
SUOSet

Applicable Capability

AHI Acceptor Handshake Compiete Capability

DCI Darice Clear (1) t)CL:Oevice Clear
(2) SDC - Selected Device Clear

DIl [)evice GET : Grouo Execut*.Trioqer

L4 | Listener

i

(1) Basic Listener
(2) Unaddress if MTA

(1) REN - Remote Enable
(2) LL() - Local Lockout
(3) GTL - Go to Local

(1) Basic Talker
(2) Sedal Poll
(3) Talk only Mode
(4) Unaddress il MLA

Automatic or Continuous Arming/
Extemal Hold-0tf

I



Table 1.1 - Specifications continued

OSCILLATORS

Internal
Reference
Oscillator Aging Rate

Temperature
Stability

Voltage
Stability

Standard .3*19-7lmo. < 5x10'6
OoC to +50oC

< 1x10-7 with 10%

line V variation

Option 22A < 3x10-9/day* < 3x10-97o9
OoC to +50oC

< 2xl0'8 with IOVo

line V variation

Option 244 .5*19-1Olday* < 6xi0'107o6
OoC to +50oC

< 1.5x10-9 witltl0%
line V variation

*After 3 months operation

The Modei 9512 BCD logic accepts TTL,74LS series

parameters where positive true logic equals "1" and zero

or false equals "0". Command lines are biased at logic "1"
level permitting control settings to pull the appropriate
control lines to ground. Remote trigger leveis accepted are

BCD or analog control voltages, and each 0.1 volt of input
voltage adjusts the trigger level l% of the selected range.

PARALLEL BCD SYSTEM INTERFACE
(Model 9512 only)

oata 0utput
lnformation:

All BCD outputs of display, 4-Bit
Range code, function flags, polar-
ity flags, special flags, and logic
form the recoder drive signals.

Logic Type: Low power Schottky TTL levels

8-4-2-1 BCD

Rernte Programming
lnput lnformation:

Provides programming of all
functions and ranqes.

Program Code: The control lines terminal J210
is the remote access for the BCD

code

Peri pheral : Connector J209 provides parallel

BCD display code to drive
recorder device

Table 1.2 - Maximum Input Voltages Without Damage

Channel Attenuator Setting Frequency Maximum Input Voitaee

AandB XI 0-20 K-LIz

2O I{l1z- 1 lvlHz

1 MHz - l00lvlHz

250 VRVS
sx106/f
5 VRMS

AandB xl0. x100 0 - 5.5 lvlHz

5.5 - 100lv{Hz
250 VRNIS
38X109/f

c(s tu uuz option) No atten on chan C 50 to 500 MHz 5 Vrms

C0.2s GHz option) No atten on chan C 50 MHz to 1.15 GHz 5 Vrms

|-
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sEciloN 2 INSTALLATION A IruTEPFAGE

2.1 UNPACKING AND INSPECTION.

2.1 .1 The Series 9500 Counter is packed in plastic-foam

within a cardboard carton for shipment. The plastic foam

holds the Counter securely in the carton and absorbs any

reasonable external shock normally encountered in iransit'

Prior to unpacking, examine the exterior of the shipping

carton for any signs of damage. Carefully remove the

Counter from the carton and inspect the exterior of the

instrument for any signs of damage. If damage is found,

notify the carrier immediatelY.

2.1 .2 Included with the Counter packed in the con-

tainer are the irstruction manual, Racal'Dana Part Number

980-505, and power cord.

2.2 BENCH OPERATION.

2.2.1 Each Counter is equipped with a tilt bail or "kick'
stand" to enable the front of the instrument to be elevated

for convenient bench use. The tilt bail is attached to the

two front supporting "feet" at the bottom of the instru'

ment. For use, the bail is pulled down to its supporting

position.

2.3 POWER CONNECTIONS.

WARNING

Disconnect the instrument from the AC power source

before attempting to change power connections.

Potentially lethal voltages are exposed when covers

are removed.

2.3.1 Power requirements for domestic units are l15V
+ 1O%,50 to 400 Hz for lvlodel 9510 and 50 Hz ' 60 Hz for
all other instruments. Power consumption is 80 watts max-

imum. The Series 9500 counters are adaptable for 230V

operation. The instrument may be set to operate on any one

of four line voltages.

2.3.2 Line voltage selection is accomplished by inserting

a small printer-circuit-board into its jack in one of four
positions. The PCB contains jumpers that configure the

power transformer primary connections for the desired line

voltage. To select the line voltage proceed as foiiows:

a. Remove the top cover from the instrument.

b. Remove the plastic safety guard labeled "HIGH
VOLTAGE" to gain access to the line voltage

selecrion PCB and remove the board.

c. lnsert the board so that the number corresponding

to the desired line voltage appears in the window
in the rear panel.

d. instruments equipped with the option 22 or option
24 lngh stability reference oscillator have included

an additional power supply. This supply provides

power to the option as long as the power cord is

connected, regardless of the position of the front
panel power switch. The supply,located at the mid-
rear left on the motherboard, has a line select

switch which must be set to correspond to the iine
voltage.

e. Replace the safety guard and instrument cover.

2.3.3 Power Cable.

2.3.3.1 A standard power cabie having a three-pin plug is
supplied with the counter. The cord connects to the power
.onn..ro, reference @ figur. 3.2. The ground pin (round)
is attached to the main frame of the counter. It is impor-
tant that this pin be connected to a good quality earth
ground.

2.4 GROUNDING REOUIREMENTS.

2.4.1 To protect equipment operators from possible

injury in the event of shorts or fault currents, the lront
panel and case of this instrument are grounded in accord-

ance with MIL-T-28800A. A low impedance ground is

maintained through one conductor of the three conductor
power cable supplied with the instrument, when the cable

is plugged into an appropriate, properly wired, receptacle.

2.5 FUSE.

2.5.1 The power fuse holder is located on the rear panel

of the counter. A 1 amp 3 AG fuse is used lor 100/120 volt
operation while a .5 amp fuse is used for 2201210 volt
operation.

2.6 REMOTE PROGRAMMING.

2.6.1 Inlormation on remote control and progrrmming
tor Modeis 95i2,9514 and 9515 appears in Section 3 and -1

of this manuai. Intert'ace address assignments and operation
covering GPIB and BCD are explained in detail.

-l



2.7 OPERATING PROCEDURES.

2.1.1 Tables 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 describe the function of

each operating control and each connector on the instru-

ment. Tables 3.5 through 3'23 describe procedures for

operating the instrument in each of the measurement

modes. Remote operation is described in paragraphs 3'3

and 3.4.

2.8 RACK MOUNTING.

2.8.1 The instrument can be mounted in a.standard 19-

inch rack with the option 60 rack-mounting flanges' To

.install the flanges. proceed as follows;

a. With instrument on its side, loosen the four

captive Phillips head screws holding the bottom

cover and remove cover. Remove screws holding
feet (and bail) in place. Replace bottom cover'

b. Place one of the supplied screws through each of
the two holes in the mounting flange (figure 2'1)'

Thread a securing nut onto each screw just

enough to attach it to the screw (approximately

one turn).

c. Place the mounting flange onto the mounting slot

in the instrument side panel so that the securing

nuts fit entirely into the s1ot" Be sure the rack'

mount slots on the flange are toward the front of
the instrument.

d. Tighten screws. The securing nuts will rotate and

hold the flange securelY in P1ace.

2.9 STORAGE REOUIREMENTS.

2.9.1 The instrument can be stored at temperatures

ranging from -40oC to +70oC at 15% relative humidity

without ad'rersely affecting PCB's or components. The

instrument must be brought up to within the specified

operating range (0oC to +50oC) before power is applied.

2.1O RESHIPMENT PACKAGING REOUIRE.
MENTS.

2.10. 1 The shipping carton with its moided plastic foam

forms and plastic dust cover is specifically designed to pro-

vide the required support necessarv for safe shipment.
Whenever possible, these should be used for reshipment.

2.10.2 If the original packing materials are not avaiiable,

proceed as foliows:

a. Wrap instrument in plastic or heaqv paper.

b. Place packing material around ali sides of instru-

ment and pack in cardboard box.

c. Place instrument and inner container in sturdl'
cardboard or wooden box. Mark box with appro'
priate precautionary labels.

1-)
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Figure 2.1 - Rack Mount Installation



sEcTloN 3 OPERATION

3.1 INTRODUCTION.

3.1.1 This section contains instructions for operation of
the model 9510,9512,9514 and 95 l5 timer/counter. Sub-

section 3.2 contains operating information for the controls
and indicators on the front and rear panels of both instru-
ments. In addition, line voltage configuration instructions
are provided to enable the user to set the instrument for
operation on any one of four operating Line voltages.

3.1 .2 Refer to the Model 9500 Maintenance Manual
(Racal-Dana Publication No. 9805 15) for information cover-
ing calibration check procedures and adjustments. Materiai
for Series 9500 is found in subsections 6.2 and 6.3 as weil as

an addendum in the front of the manual. This information
may be used any time to check the cahbration of the in-
strument as well as lor incoming specification validation or
acceptance test inspection.

3.1.3 A general operating troubleshooting procedure or
checklist is also included to help the operator avoid mal-
functions stemming from cockpit error.

3.1 .1 The bench operation section contains an operating
procedure for every function of the instrument along with

asctre f-FUilc,t'O"--1 f-nlRESOtUTION----l
o

an applications example. The subsection on s-vstem oper-

ation, paragraph 3.3 and 3.4 contain a description of the s1's-

tem interface bus, instrument bus address instructions, a de-

tailed description of the interface handshake c.vcle and a

compiete description of. the sequence of bus operation
illustrating the transmission of the device dependent
message program string and the subsequent measurement
data transmission by the counter.

3.1.5 The subsection on software organization illustrates
the counter programming subroutines and thelr relationship
to the users overall software package or operating system.
A simple program is assembled and the sequence of its
operation is explained in detail.

3.2 BENCH OPERATION.

3.2.1 This subsection contains the operating instructions
for using the Series 9500 timericounter as a bench instru-
ment. Operation of ali controls, connectors and indicators
is described in Figures 3.1 through 3.3 and Tabies 3.1

through 3.3.
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Q H.^ shaped rei'erence symbol indicates control or indicator included on Model 9514 and 9515 only.
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Figure 3.1 'Seies 9500 TimerlCounter Front Pcnel Controls. Connectors and [ndicators j-l



Table 3.1 - Controls, Indicators and Connectors, Front Panel

*Hex shaped reference symboi indicates control, indicator or connector is included on model 95 14 onlv

Reference Item/Position Function

Figure 3.1

Power switch/
inciicator

Applies main AC iine power to the instrument when set to
the on position.

o OF annunciator Indicates that the accumulator passed the 999999999
count before the measurement sate ciosed.

o Display Measurement display composed of nine LED 7-Segment
indicators.

@ SRQ
annunciator

Indicates that the instrument is transmitting a service
request on the interface bus.

o TALK
annunciator

Indicates that the instrument is a 'Talker" on the interface
bus.

@ LISTEN
annunciator

Indicates that the instrument is a "Listener" on the interface
bus.

o REMOTE
annunciator

Indicates that the instrument is under control of a remote
controller via the interface bus.

@ FI-NCTION
switch

Selects the function the instrument is to pertbrm. The
functions for each switch position are shown be1ow.

F4 Measures the frequency of the signal appiied to channel A.

F6 Measures the frequency of the signal applied to channel C

B/A Measures the ratio of the frequency of the signal applied to
channel B to the frequency of the signal appiied to channel A.

CIA Measures the ratio of the frequency of the signal applied to
channel C to the frequency of the signal applied to channel A.

P Measures the period of one cycle of the input waveform
(channel A).

TI Measures time between two eiectrical events. The start
point is controlled by the channel A trigger and the stop
pornt is controlled by the channel B trigger.

J.:



Table 3.1 - Controls, Indicators and Cormectors, Front Panel continued

Reference Item/Position Function

PA The period of a number of input waveforms are measured
and then averaged. The number of period measurements is

dete_rmined by the setting of the N/RESOLUIRN conrroi;
l0N is the number of periods. See reference ( 9 ) ,

TIA The time interval between two electricai events is measured
a number of times and then averaged. The number of time
intervai measurements is determined by the setting of the
N/RESOLIJTION control; 10N is the number of time
interval measurements. See referen..@ .

Fg Measures the frequency of the signal applied to .the channel
B input connector.

C/a->g In tiris position the instrument is in the gated count mode.
In the gated count mode of operation the instrument will
count the number of cycles of the measurement signal
appl-ied to the channel C input connector for the time
period beginning when the channel A triggers and ending
when channel B triggers. In this mode channels A and B
provide the start and stop points for the channel C

measurement.

TOT Measures the total number of cycles of the signal applied
to channel A.

o N/RESOLL]-TION
switch

Selects the
various fun
various fun

resolution or range

ctions. The resolut
ctions of the instru

of the instrument for the

ion possible for each ol t
rent is shown below.

IC

Mc rdels 951 0,9512,9 t4

Sw

Pos

Resolution
in F4,

Fs, Fc

No. of Periods

of Ch. A Signal
PA, C/A, B/A.TIA

Resolution
in

P. TI
Fr1, F3, F6

Gate Time

0 I MHz 100=1 i usec i usec

1 MHz 101=10 1 usec 10 usec

2 10 KHz 101=100 l0 usec 100 usec

J I KHz 10:= I ,000 1 msec ITlS

4 I KHz 104=10.000 I msec 10 ms
10 Hz )= 100.000 10 msec 100 ms

6 1 Hz, 10o= 1 ,000,000 sec SCC

7 Hz l0r=10,000,000 I sec l0 sec

N{odel 951 5

0 1 MHz 100= 1 0l usec I usec

I I illHz l0l = 10 I usec 1 0 usec
1 l0KHz 102 = 100 I usec I 00 usec

I KHz 10j = 1 .000 10 usec

4 I KHz 104 = 10.000 I msec 10 ms

5 10 Hz l0) = 100.000 msec 100 ms

6 I Hz 106 = 1.000.000 l0 msec I sec

7 lHz 107 = 10,000.00( i sec l0 sec

r
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Table 3.1 - Controls, Indicators and Connectors, Front Panel continued

Reference Item/Position Function

@ Auto Trigger Switch When depressed this switch causes an auto trigger for channel

A if the attenuator switch is in the auto position.

@ Trigger Level Control,
Channel A

Adjust the voltage level which channel A input circuit
triggers if the range switch is in the 1, i0, or i00 position.

@ Attenuator Range
Channel A

Selects the trigger levei range for the channel A input cir"
cuits. When set to the i position, the triggering for channel

A may be adjusted to trigger at some point between -3 and

3 volts, depending on the setting of the variable trigger level

control reference number 1 1.

@ Attenuator Range

Channel B

Selects the trigger level range for the channel B input circuits.
When set to the I position, the triggering for channel B may
be adjusted to trigger at some point between -3 and +3 volts,

depending on the setting of the variabie trigger level control
reference number i 1.

@ Trigger Level Control,
Channel B

Adjust the voltage level which channel B input circuit triggers

if the tdgger range switch is in the 1, 10, or i00 position.

@ Auto Trigger Switch When depressed this switch causes an auto trigger for channel

B if the range switch is in the auto position.

@ Channel C Input BNC connector for appiications of 50 tc-r 512 megahertz

signals to the channel C input circuits.

The channel C input connector contains a fuse. The fuse

blows when the input to channel C exceeds maximum limits
(5 volts). The fuse nay be replaced by unscrewing the front
of the BNC connector from the lront panel. TtLis maiu be

done from the outside of the instrument and it may
be accomplished with power on the instrument with no
damage to the instrument.

@ Trigger Status
Indicator

Indicates, when flashing, that channel B is triggering. If the

indicator rernains off or remains lit it is an indication that
channel B is not triegerine.

@ r Switch (Channel B

Trigger Slope Switch)
When set to the plus (+) position causes channel B to trigger
on the positive slope of the input signal; when set to the

minus (-) position causes channel B to trigger on the nega-

tive siope of the measurement signai.

@ ACIDC Coupling
Switch, Channel B

Selects the coupling mode for channel B.

3-l



Table 3.1 - Controls, Indicators and Connectorr, Front Panel continued

Reference Item/Position Function

@ Channel B Input
Connector

Used in conjunction with channel A for making ratio and

time interval measurements. May be used alone for frequency
measurements. See table 1.5 in Section 1 for maximum
voltage inputs.

@ TEST/COM/SEP Switch Input configuration switch for channels A and B. In the test

position 10 MHz is applied to the inputs of both channel A

and channel B. ln the Com position the charrnel B input @l
is disconnected and the channel A input @ is connecteF
internally to channel B as weil as channel A (in this position
the measurement signal is applied to the channel A input
connector). In the Sep position the inputs to channels A and

B are not connected and the instrument operates normally,
e.g., separate channel A and B inputs.

A\3 Channel A Input
Connector

Used for each function except Fg and Fg (512 MHz). It accepts

the maximum input voltages shown in table i.5 ol Section 1.

@ AC/DC Coupling Switch,
Channel A

Selects the AC or DC coupling mode for channel A.

@ t Switch (Channel A
Trigger Slope Switch)

When set to the plus (+) position causes channel A to trigger
on the positive slope of the input signal;when set to the

minus (-) position causes channel A to trigger on the nega-

tive slope of the measurement signal.

@ Trigger Status Indicator Indicates, when flashing, that channel A is triggering. Il the

indicator remains off or remains Lit it is an indication that

channel A is not triggering.

@ RESET Switch This is a spring return switch which sewes two functions.
When depressed and released it resets the counter circuits

and starts a new measurement. This is most commonly used

in the totalize mode but will reset the counter in any mode.

When depressed and held this switch serves as a test switch

and all the LED indicators of the display are Lit indicating

all eight's. In addition, this control causes the instrument
to retum to local mode unless the Local Lock Out (LLO) command

has been previously transmltted by the controller(9514/9515only

.A
\_7 START/STOP Switch Used only in the totalize function and when depressed starts

the count: stops the count when depressed the second time.

@ SAMPLE RATE/HOLD
CONTROL

When set to the hold position max. ccw, the instrument is in

the idle state and does not make measurement cvcles. When

turned in a clockwise direction iiom the hold posltion the

control varies tire rate at which meesurement cycles are tlken.
Measurement cycle may be set to any repetitive rate from
approximately one measurement everv 5 seconds to .10 meas-

uremelrts per second.

I



Table 3.1 - Controls, Indicators and Connectors, Front Panel continued

Reference ltem/Position Function

@ ns annunciator Indicates that the display value is in nanoseconds.

@ ,gs annunciator Indicates that the display value is in microseconds.

@ ms annunciator Indicates that the display value is in milliseconds.

@ SEC annunciator lndicates that the display value is in seconds.

@ Hz annunciator Indicates that the display value is in Hertz.

@ KHz annunciator Indicates that the display value is in kilohertz.

@ MHz annunciator Indicates that the dispiay value is in megahertz.

@ GATE annunciator Indicates that the measurement gate is open.

ffo))v
iLJB
MARXER

OUT

@

GATE DELAY

Figure 3.2 - 9512 Rear Panel Controls, Connectors and Indicators
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Table 3.2 - 9512 Rear Panel Controls

Reference Item/Position Function

to J210 Connector Remote peripheral input connector.

o REFERENCE
Connector

Provides connection for external reference signai as a master clock

for time base or for output of internal oscillator.

o GATE OUT
Connector

Used to sync a scope or other instrument. The signai available at

this connector is a positive-going TTL pulse that is high when meas-

urement gate is open.

@ J209 Connector Recorder peripheral output connector.

o GATE CONTROL
Connector

Used to apply external gate signal to the instrument. Reference 12

below covers details of this operation.

(5) REAR INPUT A
Connector
(Option 01)

Input connector for channel A, 0 to 100 MHz measurement signal.

o POWER Connector Accepts removable AC iine cord.

1€) SLO.BLO.FUSE Holds AC line fuse, 1 amp for i 10 - 120 volt operarion, 1/2 amp

for 220 - 240 volt operation.

I@ LINE VOLTAGE
Selector/Indicator
PCB

Used to select operating line voltage and to provide external

indication of the voitage selected.

@ REAR INPUT B

Connector
(Option 01)

Input connector for channel B, 0 to 100 MHz measurement signal.

@
I

REAR INPUT C

Connector
(Option 01)

Input connector for channel C,50 to 512 MHz measurement

signal.

I
I
1

( lt l

See Tabie 3-25 for
FUNCTION/GATE
CONTROL
COMPATIBILITY

ARMING MODE
SWITCH

SELECTIVE GATE
POSITION

A

_f1!-
(Left Position)

A three position switch used to select the external control mode

of operation.

A-
-J l! or Selective Gate position causes the counter to arm

channel A on the leading edge of the external gate signai and to

arm channel B on the trailing edge of the external gate signal.

The counter main gate opens on the first selected transition of
the channel A input signal following the leading edge of the

external gate signal. The main gate closes on the first selected

transition of the channei B input signal toilowing the trailing
edge of the external gate signai.
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Table 3.2 - 9512 Rear Panel Controls continued

Reference ltem/Position Function

@
Continued

GATE DELAY
Position

(Center)

Gate Delay (center) position causes the counter main gate,

once it has opened, to remain open until the externai controi
gate has gone low.

Synchronous Window
Position

A&B

J--l-
(RiCht Position)

A&B
Synchronous Window position is used when it is desiredIL

to select a portion of a waveform to analyze. It is only used

with the Time Intervai Average function or Auto Trigger and

it causes the counter to see on-ly the part of the input signal

which is bracketed by the control waveform.

@ OSC ADJUST
Controi

Used to adjust the frequency of the master oscillator when the

instrument is not equipped with an oscillator option (see Refer'

ence 15 below).

@ REF Switch Connects the internal oscillator or external reference signal to
the time base circuits.

INT Position Connects internal oscillator to time base circuits and to the REF
connector (see Description Section).

EXT Position Connects REF connector to time base circuits and to the REF
connector (see Description Section).

@ FINE and COARSE
OVEN OSC ADJUST

Used to adjust oven oscillator frequency if instrument is equipped

with an option 22 or 24 oscillator.

@ MARKER OUT
Connector

Provides an output signal that goes low when channei A triggers

and which goes high when channel B triggers. This signal's useful
for synchronizing an oscilloscope to view the waveform under
measurement.

LIN€
IL TA

-iu ol
r-,t!llio

AEAN

1M VAC
120 VAC -

I

220 VAC
240 VAC -

N PUT
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Table 3.3 - 9514-9515 Rear Panel Controls, Connectors and Indicators

Reference Item/Position Function

MARKER OUT
Connector

Provides an output signal that goes low when channel A
triggers and which goes high when channel B triggers. This

signal's useful for synchronizing an oscilloscope to view the

waveform under measurement.

o Address Switch Used to assign the bus address to the instrument and to con-

trol the "Taik Only" function when the instrument is used

with a printer.

o Interface Connector Used for connecting the instrument to the IEEE-488-1975

GPIB for system operation.

@ Power Connectol Accepts renpveable AC line cord.

o SLO.BLO FUSE Hoids AC line fuse, i amp for 110-120 volt operation,
112 amp fot 220-240 volt operation.

@ Line Voltage
Selector/lndicator
PCB

Used to select operating line voltage and to provide an

external indication of the voltage selected.

o Rear Input B

Connector
(Option 01)

Input connector for channel B,0 to 100 MHz measurement

signai.

@ Rear Input A
Connector
(Option 01)

Input connector for channel A,0 to 100 MHz measurement

signal.

@ Rear Input C

Connector
(Option 01)

Input connector for channel C, 50 to 5 12 I\{Hz measure'

ment signal.

@ GATE CONTROL
Connector

Used to apply externai gate signal to the instrument. See

Ret'erence 1 I for details of operation.

@
See Tabie 3-24 for
FI-NCTION/GATE
CONTROL
COMPATIBILITY

Arming Mode Switch A three position switch used to select the external gate con-

trol mode of operation.

Selective Gate

Position

A

_rlE_

-Tlg-o, Selective Gate position causes the counter to arm

channel A on the leading edge of the external gate signal and

to arm channel B on the trailing edge of the external gate

signal. The counter main gate opens on the lirst selected

transition of the channel A input signal following the leading

edge of the external gate signal. The mdn gate closes on the

first selected transition of the cllannel B input signal follow-
ing the trailing edge of the extemai gate signal.

3-9
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Table 3.3 - 9514 - 951 5 Rear Panel Controls. Connectors and Indicators continued

Reference Item/Position Function

See Table 3-24 for
FI.]NCTION/GATE
CONTROL
COMPATIBILITY

GATE DELAY
Position

Gate Delay (center) position causes the counter main gate,

once it has opened, to rernain open untii the external con-

trol gate has gone low.

Synchronous Winciow
Position

A&B
JL_

A,Q,R'ff Synchronous Window position is used when it is desired
) L--',

to select a portion of a waveform to analyze. It is only used

with the Time Interval Average function or Auto Trigger and

it causes the counter to see only the part of the input signal

which is bracketed by the control waveform.

@ OSC ADJUST
Control

Used to adjust the frequency of the master oscillator when

the instrument is not equipped with an oscillator option

(see Reference 16 and 17 below).

@ GATE OUT
Connector

Used to sync a scope or other instrument. The signal avaii-
abie at this connector is a positive-going TTL puise that is

high when the measurement gate is open.

@ REF Switch Connects the intemal oscillator or external reference signal

to the timebase cfcuits.

INT Position Connects internal oscillator to timebase circuits and

REF connector (see Description Section).
to the

EXT Position Connects REF connector to timebase circuits and to the REF

connector (see Description Section).

@ REF Connector Provides connection for external reference signal as master

clock for timebase or for output of internal osciliator.
See Reference 14 above.

@@ FINE and COARSE
OVEN OSC ADJUST

Used to adjust oven osciilator frequency if instrument is

equipped with an option 22 or 24 oscillator.

,,'i r---l---) l\
Ell ' ll7€) e

Irl
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Table 3.4 - 9510 Rear Panel Controls, Connectors and Indicators

Reference Item/Position Function

MARKER OUT
Connector

Provides an output signal that goes true when channel A
triggers and wirich goes false when channel B triggers. This
signal's useful for synchronizing an oscilloscope to view the
waveform under measure men t.

rn\:-/ Power Connector Accepts removeabie AC line cord.

o SLO.BLO FUSE Holds AC line fuse, 1 amp for 110-120 volt operation,
l12 amp for 220-240 volt operation.

@ Line Voltage
Seie ctor/Indicator
PCB

Used to select operating line voltage and to provide an

external indication of the voltage selected.

o GATE CONTROL
Connector

Used to apply external gate signal to the instrument. See

Reference 6 for details of operation.

See Table 3-24 for
FLTNCTION/GATE

CONTROL
COMPATIBILITY

Arming Mode Switch A three position switch used to select the external gate con-
trol mode of operation.

Selective Gate

A
_f-lE_

A

]f-18-ot Selective Gate position causes the counter to arm

channei A on the leading edge of the external gate signal and
to arm channel B on the trailing edge of the external gate

signal. The counter main gate opens on the first selected
transition of the channel A input signal following the leading
edge of the externai gate signal. The main gate cioses on the
first selected transition of the channel B input signal follow-
ing the trailing edge of the external gate signal.

GATE DELAY
Position

Gate Delay (center) position causes the counter main gate,

once it has opened, to remain open until the external con-
trol gate has gone low.

Synchronous Window
Position

A&B
,---l

A&Br-r or Synchronous Window position is used when it isJ L_'
desired to select a portion of a waveform to analyze. It is

only used with the Time Interval Average lunction, and it
causes the counter to see only the part of the input signai
which is bracketed by the control rvavefbrm.

o OSC ADJUST
Control

Used to adjust the frequency of the master oscillator when
the instrument is not equipped with an oscillator option
(see Reference 16 and 17 below).

@ GATE OUT
Connector

Used to sync a scope or other instrument. The signal avail-
able at this connector is a positive-going TTL pulse that is
high when the measurement gate is open.

o REF Switch Connects the internal oscillator or external reference sisnai
to the timebase circuits.

INT Position Connects internal oscillator to timebase circuits and to the
REF connector (see Description Section).

l
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Table 3.4 - 9510 Rear Panel Controls, Connectors and Indicators continued

Reference Item/Position Function

EXT Position Connects external REF connector to timebase circuits and

disconnects internal oscillator (see Description Section).

@ REF Connector Provides connection for external reference signal as master

clock for timebase or for output of internal oscillator.
See Reference 14 above.

@@ FINE and COARSE
OVEN OSC ADJUST

Used to adjust oven oscillator frequency if instrument is

equipped with an option 22A or 24A oscillator'

Table 3.5 - Calibration Check

a

aaaaoo
G 

'E 
VHr (Hr Xr SEC

RRCFTL-OFInF| SERTES 9500
UNIvERSAL TIMER/COUNTER

3ro

a
LI9TEI

a
BEMOTE

a
f-FUNcIloN-l /-NIRESOLUTToN----) /- 

rNeur

o -il".,-". / aArE )

/1( 1)

o
o
.a

o
@
-\f?
6
(e)

START '-.- -----7STOPl lL---J xE5rr

Connect AC power and set power switch to the on position.

Set FLNCTION swltch to FA.

Set N/RESOLI"ITION switch to .1 Hz.

Set SAMPLE RATE control to the ma-ximum ccw position that can be attained without setting

it to the hold position.

Set the channel A slope switch to the + position.

Set the channel A coupling switch to the AC position.

Set the channel A trigger RANGE switch to the I position.

Set the channel A trigger level controi to the PRESET (full ccw) position.

Set the input contiguration switch to the SEP position.
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Table 3.5 - Calibration Check continued

FINE

overu ( )
osc X
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@

@
(n

@

@

Set the REF switch to the INT position.

Set the GATE DELAY switch to the gate delay (center) position.

Connect an oscilloscope to the REF connector and observe the internai reference oscillator waveform
It shouid be a TTL compatibie square wave with a frequency of i0 MHz.

Apply a l0 MHz, 1 Vrms reference standard signal to the channei A input connector.

The difference between the Internal Counter Reference oscillator and the 10 MHz Frequency Standard can

be determined by the following formula (20 000 000.-Display Reading) = the Internal oscillator freqr"rency

in hertz.

Typical Counter Reference Oscillator Difference for Standard Oscillator

Display
lnternal Reference

Oscillator Frequency Error

9999995.0
9999997.5

10000000.0
10000002.s
i 000000s.0

10000.0050
10000.002s
10000.0000

9999.997 s

9999.9950

5.0 Hz high
2.5 Hz high
on Frequency
2.5 Hz low
5.0 Hz low

NOTE

If a 10 MHz reference standard signal is not available

and option 10 is not instailed in the instrument, a 5

MHz or I MHz signal may be substituted. The display

reading must be multiplied by 2 or by 10 before

comparison with the performance standards shown

below. (Models 9510,9512 and 9514 only).
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3.2.9 General Operation Troubleshooting And
Pretest Procedure.

3.2.9.1 The following paragraphs contain troubleshooting
procedures for use in the event an instrument appears to be

operating improperly. The troubleshooting procedures are

organized in three general catagories;(1) generai operation,
(2) bench operation and (3) remote operation. If an

instrument appears to be operating abnormaily or fails to
operate refer to the appropriate troubleshooting procedure
to check control settings and input signals. To perform the
general operations troubleshooting procedure, proceed as

follows:

i. Verify that the iine voltage select card is set to the

desired line voltage position.

2. Verify that the AC power fuse has not been

blown.

3. Check to see that the AC line cord is properly
connected.

4. Verify that the power switch is set to the ON
position and that the power indicator is lit.

5. Verify that the SAMPLE RATE control is not in
the hoid position.

6" Verify that the arming mode switch cin the rear

panel is set to the GATE DELAY position (center
position).

7 . Verify that the REF switch on the rear panel is set

to the INT position.

8. Depress the reset push button and verify that the
dispiay shows ail 8's.

9. Perform the F4 one-second test as follows:

a. Set the function switch to F4.

b. Set the range to I Hz.

c. Set the input configuration switch on the

front panei.(Referen-ce@rn Figure 3.1) to
the test position.

Verify that the display indicates 10000000
hrertz.

3.2.9,2 BENCH OPERATION TROUBLESHOOTING.

1. Perform General Operation Troubleshooting and

Pretest Procedure.

2. Main qate not operating in F4 Function but gate

operates properly when the instrument is placed

in Fg function. This can result from insufficient
channel A input signai. The 9500 Series counter/
timers utilize a "Positive Arm" Trigger technique
for channel A; the main gate operates only when
channei A is triggered.

Conversely, the counter gate operates continu-
ously in Fg function even though channel B has

no signal input. Check the setting of the channel A
TRIGGER LEVEL and RANGE controls. If the

symptoms appear when using the Nlodel 9514 or
95 15 in Autotrigger mode, observe the input signal

on a scope to verify that there is sufficient signal
amplitude to trigger the instrument. Input sensitiv-
ity varies depending on the function, input signal

frequency and waveform. Refer to Tabie following
paragraph 3.2.9.3, 3b for sensitivity specifications.

3. Channel C inoperative. The channel C input con-

nector contains a fuse to protect the signal con-

ditioning circuits. If an over voitage input signal
has biown this fuse the channel wiil not operate.

To repiace the channel C fuse proceed as lollows;

a. Remove the channel C BNC input connector
from the front or rear panel, depending on
which input is inoperative. The BNC con-
nector is equippedwitha 7/16" hex shouider
and may be unscrewed (in ccw direction)
wlth a wrench. The fuse, part number
920364 is located lnside the shell of the
connector.

b. Remove the fuse and check it for continuity.
Replace if defective and reinstall the con-
ne ctor.

3.2.9.3 REMOTE OPERA,TING TROLtsLESHOOTING.
MODEL 95i4 AND 9515.

l. Perform the General Operation Troubieshootine
and Pretest Procedure.

2. TALK annunciator lit conrinuouslv. Tb-is can

result from setting the Talk Only switch to the
"1" position. Check the setting of this switch.

J-t4
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J. Instrument will not respond to bus commqnds

a. Verify that the correct bus address has been

set on the address switch which is iocated on

the rear panel of the instrument. Refer to
TabIe3.2'7 forthe appropriate switch setting
for any given decimal adciress.

b. Verify that the "Talk On1y" switch is set to
the "0" position as shown below.

Verify that the interface bus connector is

properly seated in the rear panel bus con-

n..io, in.i. O . Figure j.:, Tuut, :.-t).

Verify that the LISTEN annunciator is

active.

Verify that the REMOTE annunciator is

active (lit or lites periodicaiiy) indicating
receipt of the listen address when remote
enable (REN) is asserted by the controller.

f. If the controller program includes a "Talker"
mode, verify that the TALK annunciator is

active.

g. If the controller program includes an inter-
rupt or service request (SRQ) mode, verify

that the SRQ annunciator is active.

3.2.10 Frequency Measurement.

3.2.10.1 The instrument will measure the frequency of a

signal applied to channel A, B or C. If the frequency is

between zero and i00 MHz, channel A should normally be

used. Channel A is designed for Positive Arm operation: it
wil1 not trigger the measurement gate unless a measurement

signai of sufficient amplitude is applied. Operating instruc'
tions and an application example are presented in Table 3.6.

3.2.10.2 Channel B is designed for Continuous Arm
measurement regardless of the input ampLitude. Thus, in
Fg mode if a signal of insufficient amplitude is applied the

instrument may produce innaccurate measurements or the

display might indicate all zeros. An application exantple

and operating instructions are provided in Table 3.7.

3.2.10.3 Channel C is used, if Option 41 is installed. for
frequencies between 50 MHz and 512 MHz or, for fre-

quencies to 1.25 GHz if Option 42 is installed. Channel C

is designed for Positive Arm measurement operation.
Channel C operating instructions are shown in Table 3.8.

3.2.10.4 Channel C may be used for G4ted Count meas-

urements for measuring a selected burst of RF by using the

C/A*B function. In this mode the opening and closing of
the measurement gate is controlled by the channel A and

channel B triggering. An example of Gated Count operation
is presented in Table 3.16.
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These switches are

instrument interface
used for assignment of
address - see Table 3.27.

Taik Only switch. Set as shown when using

instrument on the interface.
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Table 3.6 - Frequency A Operating Instructions
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Connect AC power and set the power switch to the on position.

Set SAMPLE RATE control to a convenient display intervai (see Table 3.1).

Set the FUNCTION switch to F4.

Set the N/RESOLLTION switch to desired gate time (0.1 Hz = 10 sec, l Hz-- 1 sec, etc., see

Tabie 3.1).

Set the input configuration switch to SEP.

Set AC/DC coupling to AC or DC. Use DC coupling for bursts or pulse trains with a DC offset and for
frequencies less than 20 Hz. Use AC coupling for other waveforms, including CW at frequencies
above 2O Hz.

Set INPUT CONTROL range switch to be compatible with the input signal amplitude ( I , l0 or 100
volt range, see Table 3.1). On model 9514 set the switch to the auto trigger position and press ATITO
TRIGGER pushbutton after connecting input signal. See Table 3.24.

Set channel A levei control to desired trigger ievel or to PRESET to trigger at zero voits.

Set the A slope to (+) plus.

Connect input signal (0 to 100 MHz) to channei A input connector. Note: Max. inputs are shown
in Table 1.4. Do not exceed.

Example. Input frequency to be measured is 600 hertz at 8 volts peak to peak. The N/RESOLL"TION is
set to I Hz. Input voltage range is set to 10 volts, trigger level to PRESET, slope to plus and AC/DC to
AC. Display will be 600 Hz with t hertz resolution. Change the RESOLUTION to .1 Hz, the display witi
be 600.0 Hz.

NOTE: A much faster measurement technique would be to use the PERIOD mode and measure the period
of the signal.
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Table 3.7 - Frequency B Operating Instructions
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Connect AC power and set the power switch to the on position.

Set SAMPLE RATE control to a convenient,display interval (see Tabie 3.1).

Set the FUNCTION switch to Fg.

Set the N/RESOL{TTION switch to desired gate time (0.1 Hz = 10 sec, I Hz = I sec, etc., see

Table 3.1 ).

Set the input configuration switch to SEP.

Set AC/DC coupling to AC or DC. Use DC coupling for bursts or pulse trains with a DC offset and for
frequencies beiow 20 Hz. Use AC coupling for other waveforms, including CW at frequencies above

20H2.

Set INPUT CONTROL range switch to be compatible with the input signal ampiitude (1, 10 or 100

volt range, see Table 3.1).

Set channel B level control to desired trigger level or to PRESET to trigger at zero volts.

On model9514 the AUTO TRIGGER feature may be used as described in Table 3.24.

Set the B slope to (+) plus.

Connect input signal(0 to 100MHz) to channelB input connector. Note: Max. inputs are shown
in Table i.4. Do not exceed.

Example. Input frequency to be measured is 600 hertz at 8 volts peak to peak. The N/RESOLUTION is

set to I Hz. Input attenuator range is set to 10 volts, trigger level to PRESET, slope to plus and AC/DC to
AC. Display will be 600 Hz with I hertz resolution. Change the RESOLUTION to .1 Hz, the display will
be 600.0 Hz.

NOTE: A much laster measurement technique would be to use the PERIOD mode and measure the period
of the signal.
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Table 3.8 . Frequency C Operating Instructions
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Connect AC power and set the power switch to the on position.

Set the SAMPLE RATE control for desired display interval.

Set the FUNCTION switch to the FC position.

Set the NiRESOLt/TION switch to the desired gate time or resolution (see Table 3.1).

Connect the input signal from 50 to 512 MHz in frequency to channel C input. Note: Max. input

operating input is I V rms. Max. input without damage is 5V rms. When Option 42 is installed the

upper frequency Limit is 1.25 GHz.

Example: Input frequency to be measured is 200 MHz at .SVrms. The N/RESOLLITION is set to 10 Hz.

The trigger level setting is automatic in Fg function. The display will be 200000.00 KHz with i0 Hz

resolution.
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Table 3.7 - Frequency B Operating Instructions
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Connect AC power and set the power switch to the on position.

Set SAMPLE RATE control to a convenient.display intervai (see Table 3.1).

Set the FUNCTION switch to Fg.

Set the N/RESOLUTION switch to desired gate time (0.1 Hz = 10 sec, I Hz= I sec, etc., see

Table 3.1).

Set the input configuration switch to SEP.

Set AC/DC coupling to AC or DC. Use DC coupling for bursts or pulse trains with a DC offset and for
frequencies below 20 Hz. Use AC coupling for other waveforms, including CW at frequencies above

20 Hz.

Set INPUT CONTROL range switch to be compatible with the input signal amplitude ( I , l0 or 100

volt range, see Table 3.1).

Set channel B level control to desired trigger levei or to PRESET to trigger at zero volts.

On model 9514 the AIITO TRIGGER feature may be used as described in Table 3.24.

Set the B slope to (+) plus.

Connect input signal (0 to 100 MHz) to channel B input connector. Note: Max. inputs are shown
in Table 1.4. Do not exceed.

Example. Input frequency to be measured is 600 hertz at 8 volts peak to peak. The N/RESOLL'TION is

set to 1 Hz. Input attenuator range is set to l0 volts. trigger level to PRESET, slope to pius and AC/DC to
AC. Display willbe 600 Hz with I hertz resolution. Change the RESOLUTION to .l Hz, the display will
be 600.0 Hz.

NOTE: A much faster measurement technique would be to use the PERIOD mode and measure the period
of the signal.
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Table 3.8 . Frequency C Operating Instructions
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Connect AC power and set the power switch to the on position.

Set the SAMPLE RATE control for desired display interval.

Set the FUNCTION switch to the F6 position.

Set the N/RESOLLITION switch to the desired gate time or resolution (see Table 3.1).

Connect the input signal from 50 to 512 MHz in frequency to channel C input. Note: Max. input
operating input is I V rms. Max. input without damage is 5V rms. When Option 42 is installed the

upper frequency limit is 1.25 GHz.

Example: Input frequency to be measured is 200 MHz at .SVrms. The N/RESOLIJTION is set to 10 Hz.

The trigger level setting is automatic in Fg function. The display will be 200000.00 KHz with i 0 Hz

resolution.
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Table 3.7 - Frequency B Operating Instructions
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Connect AC power and set the power switch to the on position.

Set SAMPLE RATE control to a convenient.display interval (see Table 3.1).

Set the FUNCTION switch to FB.

Set the N/RESOLLJ"IION switch to desired gate time (0.1 Hz = l0 sec, I Hz = I sec, etc., see

Table 3.1).

Set the input configuration switch to SEP.

Set AC/DC coupling to AC or DC. Use DC coupling for bursts or pulse trains with a DC offset and for
frequencies below 20 Hz. Use AC coupling for other waveforms, including CW at frequencies above

2O Hz.

S€t INPLI-I CONTROL range switch to be compatible with the input signal amplitude ( I , 10 or 100

volt range, see Table 3.1).

Set channel B level control to desired trigger levei or to PRESET to trigger at zero vo1ts.

On model 9514 the AUTO TRIGGER feature may be used as described in Table 3.24.

Set the B slope to (+) plus.

Connect input signal (0 to 100 MHz) to channel B input connector. Note: Max. inputs are shown
in Table 1.4. Do not exceed.

Example. Input frequency to be measured is 600 hertz at 8 volts peak to peak. The N/RESOLLfTION is

set to 1 Hz. Input attenuator range is set to 10 volts, trigger level to PRESET, slope to plus and AC/DC to
AC. Display will be 600 Hz with I hertz resolution. Change the RESOLUTION to .l Hz, the display will
be 600.0 Hz.

NOTE: A much faster measurement technique would be to use the PERIOD mode and measure the period
of the signal.
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Table 3.8 . Frequency C Operating Instructions
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Connect AC power and set the power switch to the on position.

Set the SAMPLE RATE control for desired display intervai.

Ser the FUNCTION switch to the Fc position.

Set the N/RESOLIITION switch to the desired gate time or resolution (see Table 3"1).

Connect the input signal from 50 to 512 MHz in frequency to channel C hput. Note: Max. input
operating input is 1V rms. Max. input without damage is 5V rms. When Option 42 is installed the

upper frequency limit is 1.25 GHz.

Example: Input frequency to be measured is 200 MHz at .SVrms. The N/RESOLIITION is set to l0 Hz.

The trigger level setting is automatic in Fg function. The display will be 200000.00 KHz with 10 Hz

resolution.
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3.2.11 Period Measurement.

3.2.11.1 The Period function is used to measure the

period of time required for one complete cycie of an input
signal and is the reciprocal of the frequency of the input
signal. For low frequency measurements (( 10 KHz) more
resolution can be obtained in a reasonable time by meas-

uring the period of the signal and arithmatically deriving

the reciprocai (1/0. Operating instructions for the period
measurement function and an example are presented in
Table 3.9.

3.2.11.2 The Period Average function permits the meas-

urement of repetitive waveforms to higher resolution than
can be obtained using the Period mode.Table3.10 presents
operating instructions and a typical measurement example.

Table 3.9 - Period Operating Instructions
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Connect AC power and set the power switch to the on position.

Set SAMPLE RATE control to a convenient display interval.

Set the FUNCTION switch to P.

Set the N switch to the desired time units to be counted. See Table 3.1 .

Set the SEP/COM to SEP.

Set the channel A INPUT RANGE switch to be compatible with the input signal ampiitude or to
Auto (95i4-9515). See Table 3.24.

Set the channel A trigger level control to the desired trigger levei or to PRESET to trigger at = (0)
zero volts and verify that the TRIG STAT indicator is active. On the model9514 or 9515 the AUTO TRIGGER
feature may be used as described in Table 3.24.

Set the AC/DC coupling to AC or DC on channel A.

Set the A siope to (+) plus or (-) minus.

Connect the input signal to channel A input jack.

Example: Input PERIOD to be measured is I milLisecond at iV peak. The N switch is set to 0. The
channel A INPUT RANGE switch is set to the 1-volt range, trigger level is set to the PRESET position
and AC/DC is set to AC. The displaywill read l000.0microsecondswith l00nanoseconds resolution on
the 9514 Model, or 1000.00 microseconds with 10 nanoseconds resolution on the 9515 Model.
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Table 3.10 - Period Average Operating Instructions
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Connect the AC power and set the power switch to the on position.

Set SAMPLE RATE controi to a convenient display interval.

Set the FUNCTION switch to PA.

Set the N/RESOLUTION switch to the desired time muitiplier position (see Table 3.1).

Set the SEP/COM switch to SEP.

Set the channel A INPUT RANGE switch to match the input signal ampiitude. On model9514 and 9515

the AUTO TRIGGER feature may be used as described in Table 3.24.

Set the channel A level control to the desired trigger level or ro PRESET to trigger at = (0) zero voits.

Set the AC/DC coupling to AC or DC on channel A.

Set the channel A slope to (+) or (-) minus.

Connect the input signal to channel A inputjack.

Example: Input period to be measured is 1 millisecond at 1V peak. The N is set to 0. The channel A input
range switch is set to the I volt range, the trigger level is set to the PRESET position and AC/DC is set to AC.
The display is i 000.0 microseconds with 100 nanoseconds resoiution. Turn the N multiplier switch to 1 . The
display will be 1000.00 microseconds with 10 nanosecond resolution, or one nanosecond on the 9515 Model.
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3.2.12 Time lnterval Measurement.

3.2.12.1 The Time Interval function is used to measure

the elapsed time between two separate electrical events.
The events may be on separate signals applied to channeis

(A and B) or they may be on the same signal and applied to
channel A with the channel inputs in common mode con-

figuration. An example of time interval measurement

application and operating lnstructions are presented in

Table 3.10.

3.2.12.2 The Time Interval Average function provides

greater resolution than the TI mode, when measuring

repetitive inputs that are asynchronous with the counters
internal ret-erence oscillator (10 MHz). If the input signai

3-20

approaches a sub-harmonic of the reference frequency. a

greater number of time intervals will have to be averaged to

achieve good accuracy. The accuracy is found by use of the

following equation for Models 9510,9512 and 9514.

* Reference error * 2 nsec + WLrJvv I 
/No. ol Intervais Averaseti

For Modei 9515, the reference oscillator is 100 MHz, the

formula becomes: Trigger error t l0 nsec

No. of Intervals Averaged

where

Operating instructions and a measurement example are pre-

sented in Table 3.12.

T_j__-- ( o.ool5 usecI 1100pr trrrnt = Signal sLope 1V/psect



Table 3.1 I - Time Intenal Operating Instructions
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Connect the AC power and set the power switch to the on position.

Set SAMPLE RATE potentiometer to a convenient display interval.

Set the FUNCTION switch to the TI position.

Set the N/RESOLUTION switch to the desired position. See Table 3.i.

Set the input configuration switch to the appropriate position for the measurement to be performed.

Use SEP when "start" and "stop" poinis are on two different signals. Uce COM when "start" and "stop"
points are both on one signal.

Set the channels A and B INPUT COI{TROL range switches to be compatible with the input signal

amplitude. On 9514 the AUTO TRIGGER feature may be used as described in Table 3.24.

Set channel A and B coupling switches to desired setting.

Set +/- siope switches to desired setting.

Connect input signai to channel A input. If two input signals are used connect the second signal

to channei B input.

To use the MARKER of the counter, tee-off the input signal of channel A input and connect to

osciiloscope. Use the MARKER OUT signai to trigger channel B of the scope.

Adjust channel A and B trigger level controls to desired "start" and "stop" trigger voltages. To Auto
Trigger 9514, just push the Auto Trigger button (see Table 3.24).

Example: The input waveform is a TTL level pulse train with a 20% duty cycie and a repetition rate of
1 KHz. To measure the pulse wldth of the positive pulse: set the N/RESOLIT'TION switch to 1, A + B

coupling to DC, channel A slope +, triegering range of channels A + B to 1, channel B slope *, input con-

figuiation to SEP and adjust both TRIGGER LEVEL controls for stable triggering. The display should

read approximately 200 p sec. 
3-ZI
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Table 3.12 - Time Interval Average Operating Instructions

To

o
o
o

use the Time Interval Average function of the instrument proceed as follows:

Set the controls as shown in Table 3.11 with the exception of the FUNCTION control (Step 3),

the N/RESOLUTION control (Step a) and the use of the MARKER OUT signal (Step 10).

Set the FUNCTION controi to TIA.

Set the N/RESOLUTION control for the desired number of intervals to be averaged (see table 3.1).

NOTE

The maximum TI function resolution for Models 95 10,

9512 and 9514 is 100 nsec and 10 nsec for Model

9515. The TIA function increases resoiution to 100

Psec for Model95l5.

NOTE

Dead time of 200 nsec occurs between channel B
trigger and channel A trigger. No TIA measurements

can be made on events closer in time than 200 nsec

apart. This limitation refers to the stop-to-start time.

The dead time is 50 nSec for Model 9515.

Example: The propagationdeiayinalengthof coaxcableistobemeasured. A I MHzsquarewave(with
at least 1V amplitude and less than i0 ns rise time) is connected to the channel A input through a 50 Q tee.

One end of the cable to be measured is connected to that tee and the other end is connected to the channel

B input. Set the input configuration switch to SEP. On each channel, set the coupling switch to AC, the

slope switch to +, range to 1, and trigger ievel to preset. The N/RESOLLITION switch should be set to 6 or

7 for best accuracy.

For best results, the cable and the tee should be terminated where they connect to channels A and B. A
cable five feet long should measure approximately 2.4 nsec.



3.2.13 Ratio Measurement.

3.2.13.1 The ratio B/A function enable the user to meas-

ure directly the ratio between two frequencies with total
slope, range, coupling and trigger ievel control of both the

signal and reference input. For an application example and

operating instructions for the Ratio B/A mode refer to
Table 3.13.

3.2.13.2 The ratio CiA provides capability for meas-

uring the ratio of a high frequency signal (50 MHz to 5i2
MHz or 50 MHz to 1.25 GHz, depending on which high
frequency option is installed) to a signal with a frequency
between zero and 10 MHz. Unlike the B/A mode, the chan-

nel C input does not provide for control of siope, range,

coupling or trigger level. Operating instructions and an appli-

cation example are presented in Table 3.14.

Table 3.13 - Ratio B/A Operating Instructions
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Connect AC power and set the power switch to the on position.

Set the SAIvIPLE RATE control for the desired display interval.

set the FUNCTION switch to B/A.

Set the N/RESOLUTION switch to the desired resolution (see Tabie 3.1).

Set the input configuration switch to SEP.

Set the channel A INPTIT CONITROL range switch to match the input signal amplitude. On Model 95 i4
the AUTO TRIGGER feature may be used as described in Table 3.24.

Set the channel B INPUT CONTROL range switch to match the input signalamplitude.

Set channels A and B couplings to AC or DC.

Set channels A and B slopes to (+) plus or (-) minus.

Connect the higher frequency input (0 - 100 MHz) to channei B.

Connect the lower frequency input (0 - i0 MHz) to channel A.

'-#".r-^! I tAtE I

trigger levei control to the desired trigger level or to the PRESET to trigger at: (0)

trigger 1evel control to the desired trigger levei or to PRESET to trigger at: (0) zero

Set the channel A
zero volts.

Set the channei B
voits.

Example: The ratio of two frequencies, 100 kHz and I kHz is to be meesured. The 100 kHz signal is appLied

to channel B. The 1 kHz signal is applied to channel A. The N/RESOLUTION switch is set to 0. Both A
and B trigger levels are set to PRESET position. The displa.v indicates ratio directly. Ratio equals frequency

B divided by frequency A. The display reads 100. Set the N/RESOL{.lTION switch to 1. The display reads

100.0.
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Table 3.14 - Ratio C/A Operating Instructions
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Connect AC power and set the power switch to the on positlon.

Set the SAMPLE RATE control for the desired display interyal.

Set the FUNCTION switch to C/A.

Set the N/RESOLUTION switch to the desired resolution (see Table 3.1).

Set the input configuration switch to SEP.

Set the channel A INPTIT CONTROL range switch to match the input signal amplitude (see Table 3.1).
On Models 9512 and 9514 the ALrfO TRIGGER feature may be used as described in Table 3.24.

Set channelA coupiing to AC or DC.

Set channel A slope 1e 1+) plus or (-) minus.

Connect the lower frequency input (0-10 MHz) to channel A.

Set the channel A trigger leve1 control to the desired trigger 1evel or to PRESET to trigger at - (-0)

zero volts.

Connect the higher frequency input (50-5 I 2 MHz) to the channel C input. Note: N{a-r. operating
input is 1V rms. Max. input without damage is 5V rms. When Option 42 is installed the upper
frequency iimit is 1.25 GHz.

Example: The ratio of two frequencies, 5 MHz and 250 MHz is to be measured. The 5 MHz signal is

applied to channel A. The 250 MHz signal is appiied to channel C. The N/RESOLUTION swrtch is set to 0.

A trigger levei is set to the PRESET position and A coupling is set to AC. The display indicates ratio (fre-
quency C divided by frequency A) directly. The dispiayed ratio is 50. Set the N/RESOLUTION switch to
2. The dispiay now reads 50.00. Resolution is one hundred times better than with the N/RESOLUfION
switch set to 0.
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3.2.14 Totalizing.

3.2.14.1 In the Totalize mode, the instrument registers

the aggregate of a series of input pulses or events over a

time period controlled by the user. The time period is con-

trolled manuaily by the START/STOP pushbutton on the

front panel. Totalize mode is used with channel A only.
The other channels are not functional in TOT fuiction.
Operating instructions and an application example are pre-

sented in Table 3.15.

Table 3.15 - TOTALIZE Operating Instructions
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Connect AC power and set the power switch to the on position.

Set the FLINCTION switch to TOT.

Set the input configuration switch to SEP.

Set the channel A INPIJ"T CONTROL range switch to match the input signai amplitude (see Table 3.1),
and on 9514 or 9515 set switch to Auto (see Table 3.24).

Set channel A coupling to AC or DC.

Set channel A slope to (+) plus or (-) minus.

Connect input signal (0-100 MHz) to channel A input connector.

Set channel A level control to desired trigger level or to PRESET to trigger at - (0) zero volts.
On Models 95i0,9514 or 9515 the AUTO TRIGGER feature mav be used as described in Table 3.24.

Press the RESET button to clear the display.

To start totalizing, press the START/STOP button once. Press once more to stop the count. These
steps may be repeated to accumulate more counts in the display.

Exarrple: The number of cycles in a 2V p-p, 50 MHz burst of 100 u s width is to be counted. Channel A
RANGE is set to 10, coupling is set to AC, slope is set to (+) plus. and level is set to PRESET.
Connect the signal to the channel A input connector. If the signal source can drive 50 Q , use a

50 0 termination at the channel A input.

Press the RESET button to clear the display. Press the START/STOP button once to start the
measurement, then trigger the 50 MHz burst. Press the START/STOP button once to stop the
measurement. Display will read 5000, the total number of cycles in the burst.
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Table 3.16 - Gated Count C/A-rB Measurement
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The Series 9500 timer counters can be used to measure extremely short time intervals. The

following procedure illustrates a method of measuring the time between two electrical events

on separate signais. The signals have the time relationship shown in the diagram below'

500 MHz CWCHAN. C

GATED COUNTFR.Mc i, ''"'llffiroF.HANNELcsrcNAL

In this example, the A and B signals which define the time interval to be measured are input to the counter (steps 4-11)'

A500MHziigna1 lromanosciilatororsignalgeneratorisconnectedtothechannelCinput(step 12)'

Connect AC power and set the power switch to the on position'

Set the SAMPLE RATE control to a convenient display intervai (See Table 3.1).

Set the Function switch to the C/A-B position.

Connect signal A to channei A input connector.

Connect signal B to channel B input connector.

Set the channel A siope control to -.

Set the channel B slope control to +.

Set the channel A and B coupling controls to DC.

Set the channel A and B trigger range controls to 10. On Model 9514 and 9515 the AUTO TRIGGER

feature may be used as described in Table 3.24.

Set input configuration swilch to SEP'

Set the channel A and B trigger level controls so that the instrument triggers at the 50% point ofthe signals.

(Refer to Table 3.17 for use of the MARKER OUT signai in monitoring trigger levels with a scope.)

Connect the 500 I{Hz signal to channel C input (See Table 1.1 lor amplitude and tiequency

range). Verify that gate opens when A & B signals are present'

After the gate closes. the display will show the number of cycles of the channel C signal accumulated

durine the time interval set by the A & B signais. To convert this count to time, multiply by 2 nS

(the period of the 500 NlHz signal) if Oprion 41 is installed'

if Option .12 is installed. it will prescale the channel C signal by 4, so the dispiayed count must be

multipLied by 8 nS to get the time between the channel A and channel B events.
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Table 3.17 - Marker Output
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Set the controls as shown in Table 3.11 then tee-connect the input signal to the oscilloscope vertical

rnput.

CAIJTION

Do not use 50Q termination.

Connect MARKER OUT to the second vertical input of the oscilloscope. MARKER output voltage

swing is TTL compatible, from +5V to 0V.

The MARKER Otn signal falling edge occurs at the Channel A trigger point and the risrng edge occurs

at the Channel B trigger point, as shown beiow.

NOTE

MARKER OUT signal may be connected to Z-axis or

intensity input of some oscilloscopes (check oscilloscope

manual to see if MARKER output voltage swing is com-

patible with oscilloscope model). However, using the

oscilloscope vertical input wiil give better accuracy in

most cases.

INPUT SIGNAL

MARKER OUT
+5

0

;CH, A TRIGGER POINT

fu[arker Out Signal Timing

) 1a



Example: To measure the width of a 3 volt pulse with a repetition rate of I 00 Hz and approximately I ms wide:

Set the front panel controls as shown in Table 3"10 and.onn.., the signal to the Ch. A input connector.

Set the input configuration switch to COMMON, Ch. A and Ch. B coupling to DC, and Ch. A and Ch. B

RANGE to I.

Set Ch. A siope 1s +, Ch. B slope to -, and adjust each trigger level control so that the trigger status

LEDs are active.

Tee-connect the input pulse signal to one vertical input of the oscilloscope and connect the MARKER

OU'f BNC to the other verticai input. Trigger both scope channels ort the rising edge of the I ms input

pulse and set the scope controis so that both the input pulse and the MARKER signal are visible on the

screen.

Set the counter Ch. A trigger level control to line up the MARKER signal falling edge with the 50%

point of the input pulse rising edge. Set the counter Ch. B trigger level control to line up the MARKER

signal rising edge with the 50% point of the input pulse falling edge .

The counter will then display the pulse width. Set the N/RESOLUTION control for the desired

resolution.
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Table 3.18 - Gate Output
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Set up counter function and input configuration (see instruction tables for each function).

CAUTION

Do not use a 50Q termination with the GATE output.

Connect GATE OUT BNC to oscilloscope or other instrument. The GATE output signai is TTL
compatible, with a high level when the counter measurement gate is open and a 1ow levei at all other

times.

Example: A burst frequency measurement using F4 rs to be monitored. By displaying the GATE
output signal alongside the counter input signal, it can be verified that the burst length is long erougir

for a vajid measurement.

The counter input signal is a 100 MHz burst,2,trts long, with a repetition rate of 1 KHz. Set up the

counter for Frequency A operation (Table 3.6) with the N/RESOLLITION switch in the I lvlHz

(lps gate time) position and sample rate control at maximum.

Now tee-connect the signal from the counter channei A input and connect to one channel of oscillo-

scope (for best results terminate the signal at the oscilloscope rather than at the counter). Connect the

GATE output to another channel on the scope. Adjust the oscilloscope controis so that both the RF

burst and the GATE OUT signal are visible and synchronized to the burst. Observe that the high-level

part of the GATE OUT signal is entirely within the 100 MHz burst. This shows that no counts are

being lost (thus giving an inaccurate reading) because of insufficient burst length.

I
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Table 3.19 - Reference Output Operating Instructions
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Set INT/EXT reference switch to INT (left hand position). The counter is now using its intemal
10 MHz reference oscillator.

The REF connector produces the internal 10 MHz reference (TTL leveis) when switchOi, ,., ,o
INT. Connect this BNC connector to the extemal system or instrument that will be using the i0 MHz

reference signal.

CAUTION

Do not use a 500 termination with the REF connector
output.

Example: A 9514 or 95 1 5 with Option 24A (lugh stability oven oscillator) is to be used as a reference

source for a digital frequency synthesizer.

Set up the 9514 or 9515 for reference output as outlined above. Connect the REF BNC on the 9514
or 95 1 5 to the "external standard" or "external reference" input of the digital frequency synthesizer.

NOTE

Check the synthesizer specification to ensure that its
input frequency'and amplitude requirements are com-
patible with the counter output.
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Table 3.20 - Reference Input Operating Instructions
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Set INT/EXT reference switch to EXT (right hand position). The counter logic is now disconnected

from its internal 10 MHz reference oscillator.

The REF connector accepts an external 10MHz standard frequency (lVrms min. into 1KC) ) when

switch O ir rct to EXT. Connect this BNC connector O ,o the standard frequency source that the

counter is to operate from.

OPTION 10:

Frequencies less than 10 MlIz may be used for Models 9510,9512 and 9514 without option 10,

but the displayed readings must then be scaled to correct for the difference between the source

frequency and the l0 MHz counter clock.

The option accepts 1,5, or 10 MlIz EXT REF input at the BNC connector marked two above.

The REF switch is piaced in the external position.

Example: A 9510 with Option 10 is to be used in a system with a 5 MHz, 1 V rms house standard. Set

the reference switch as in@ above, then connect the 5 MHz standard to the REF BNC. The counter
will now be operating on the house standard.

3.2.15 External Gate Control.

3.2.15.1 This feature of the counter offers the user a

choice of three methods of external gate control; gate

de1ay, selective gate or synchronous window. The oper-

ational features are described in Section I of this manual.

Operating procedures

vided in Tables 3.21,
external gate control
the various functions
Table 3.25.

and applications examples are pro-
3.22 and 3.23 of this section. The

modes and their compatibility with
of the instruments are correlated in
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Table 3.21 - Gate Delay Operating Instructions
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Set up counter for desired measurement (TI, F4, etc.). Check Table 3.25 for function compatibility
with Gate Deiay mode.

Set Arming Mode switch to GATE DELAY (center position).

Connect external controi level to the GATE CONTROL BNC. When this externai level is low
(-5V to +0.5V) the counter operates normaily. When the external control level is high (+1V to
+l2Y the closing of the counter measurement gate is inhibited until the extemal level goes low.

CAI.ITION

Do not use external control levels outside the range

of -5V to +12V as it may cause damage to the

counter.
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E;<ample: The time between the first open and

The relay output is +3 volts when open and 0V
the first close of a low-level reiav is to be measured

when closed.

GATE CONTROL
EXTERNAL LEVEL

RELAY OUTPUT

t"
I

I

STOP

The counter is set up for TI measurement with resolution as needed. Ch. A is + slope, x 1 RANGE,
DC coupled, Ch. B is - s1ope, x1 RANGE, DC coupied. Input configuration is CON{, and Ch. A and

Ch. B trigger level is set to - +2V.

With a gate control level as shown applied to the BNC, the counter gate close is inhibited during the

relay bounce and the correct measurement is made.

I

I

TIME INTERVAL TO BE MEASURED START
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Table 3.22 - Synchronous Window Operating Instructions
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Set up front panei controls for TIA (see Tabie 3.12) measurement if Synchronous Window mode will
be used for TIA. If Synchronous Window mode is being used only for Auto Trigger Level setting, just

set the RANGE switch(es) to AUTO (see Table 3.24).

Set the Arming Mode Switch to Synchronous Window, right hand position fj&i-,

Connect an external control level to the GATE CONTROL BNC. A low level (-5V to +0.5V) at this
input inhibits the TIA measurement or the Auto Trigger. A high level (+1V to +12\) at the GATE
CONTROL input enables the TIA npasurement or the Auto Trigger.

NOTE

The use of external control leveis outside a range of

-5V to +12V is not reconunended as it may cause

damage to the counter.

Exampie: Synchronous Window can be used to measure the width of one pulse out of a group of
pulses in a periodic waveform. The figure below shows the timing of the GATE CONTROL 1eve1 vs. the
input signal.

INPUT SIGNAL

EXTERNAL GATE
CONTROL LEVEL

SE LECTED
M EASUR EM ENT

SIGNAL

Set up the counter for TIA measurement with sample rate at max. and N/RESOLUTION at 4. Set the
input configuration switch to CONI, both RANGE switches to 1, both coupling switches to DC, Ch. A
slope to +, Ch. B siope to -, and both trigger levels to ' 2V. Now connect the external control level to
the GATE CONTROL BNC. The counter will display the width of the selected pulse.

5V

OV

r+ PULSE WIDTH MEASURED



Table 3.23 - Selective Gate Operating Instructions
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Set up counter for desired function. Check Table 3.25 for function compatibility with Selective Gate

mode.

Set the Arming Mode switch to Selective Gate,left hand position f 
-fif 

f .

Connect an external control signai to the GATE CONTROL BNC. A rising edge (1ow to high level

change) at this input arms the counter for the measurement function selected on the front panel. A

high level (+1V to +12Y inhibits the closing of the measurement gate. When the control signal returns

to a low levei (-5V to +0.5V) the gate closing is no longer inhibited.

Example: The rvaveform period at a selected point of an audio frequency sweep is to be measured, as

shown below.

t<-PERIOD TO BE MEASURED

SWEEP SIGNAL * 1V RMS

GATE CONTROL SIGNAL
{MARKER PULSE FROM SWEEPER}

-J 
l*..rrrHAN 1 pERroD

Set the counter controls for the Period function (Table 3.9). Set N/RESOLIT'TION to 0. Ch. A
coupling to AC, Ch. A slope to +, RANGE to 1, trigger leve1 to PRESET, and SAMPLE to max.

To designate at what point on the sweep the measurement will be made, connect to the GATE CON'

TROL input a marker pulse signai synchronized with that point of sweep signal (see Figure above).

The counter will then measure and display the selected period.

NOTE

The use of external control levels outside a range of

-5V to +l2V is not recommended as it may cause

damage to the counter.
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Table 3.24 - Auto Trigger Operating Instructions (9514 and 9515 only)
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Set all conrrols and switches (except RANGE and trigger level) as necessary for function being

performed.

Set RANGE switch ro AUTO (top) position. Note that Ch. A and Ch. B are independent, i.e., Ch. A
trigger level may be set manually while auto-trigger is used with Ch. B.

Connect the input signal. The input signal frequency or repetition rate must be at least 400 Hz.

Auto trigger will also work correctiy with stable DC voltage inputs.

Press the AUTO TRIGGER pushbutton.

Check that the trigger status LED is active (if input is not a DC level). If LED is steadily on or off,
input amplitude and/or frequency may be too low.
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Table 3.25 - Series 9500 Function Compatability With Gate Control Modes

ALLOWABLE ARMING MODE/FUNCTION COMBINATIONS
ARMIIIG AUTOII4ATIC AUT(IMAIIC/COITTIIIUOUS EXTERI{At

ARMII{GMOI,E ARMING ARMING
(BURST) ilIERI{AL HoLD-oFF (N0 H0L0-0FF)

#1'J,llt',ff$:[fr syN.cnnoil.ous c0r{-Trtr.u.0us

(sELEcTIYE cATE) llVlNoow ARMII{G

Frequency A -x-iixx
Frequency B

Frequency C

Tl Average

Events C, (A to B)

Bario Bil

I
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3.3 SYSTEM OPERATION: 9514 AND 9515.

3.3.1 This subsection presents information on the oper-

ation of the 9514 and 9515 on the system interface.

3.3.2 General Purpose lnterface Bus.

3.3.2.1 The Interface Board provides remote programming

of all controls and digital output data defining a1l front
panel indicators. Inputs and outputs for the option are on

a bi-directional bus via a 24 pin connector on the rear

panei. The pin location, li.ne identification, and operation

of the option are in compliance with IEEE standard 488-

1975, "IEEE STANDARD DIGITAL INTTERFACE FOR

PROG RAMMAB t-E INSTR{.IMENTAT IO N". The Interface

Board provides interface capability with other instruments

and a controlier also utilizing the "interface bus" structure.

Connector contact assignments are shown in Figure 3.5.

The IEEE4S8-1975 subsets avaiiable in the Model 95141

9515 timer counter are listed in Table 3.26.

3.3.2.2 By assigning an available address to the 9514/9515,
it can be "called up" by the controller or another device on
the bus without interfering with any other unit on the bus.

Switches located on the rear panel of the 9514 or 95 15 per-

mit the programming of the instrument address. The coding
used for the address on the option board is ASCII (hexa-

decimal). Any one of 31 codes can be used for the address

of an instrument but a total of i5 is the maximum number
of devices that can be used on one bus.

3.3.3 Bus Description.

3.3.3.1 Of the twenty-four lines available at the connector
(shown in Table 1.3), seven are grounds, one is a sh-ield, and

the remaining 16 lines are the signal 1ines. All of the signal

lines are either input or output lines and have the following
characteristics :

Logic Levels: 1=Low=<.8V

0=Hi=>2.0V

Input Loading: Each input = one TTL load

Output: The output is capable of driving

15 interface bus loads. It consists

of an open collector driver and is

capabie of sinking 48 mA with a

maximum voltage drop of 0.4 volts.

See IEEE 488 Electrical Specifi-
cations.

3.3.3.2 The signal lines as shown in Figure 3.5 consists

of three functionally separate sets: Data, Handshake and

lnterface.

3.3.3.3 Data. The data lines consist of Lines DI0-1 tluough
DI0-8. These [nes are the lines over which data flows be'
tween all instruments on the bus in bit parallel, byte serial

form.

3.3.3.4 Handshake. The transfer lines consist of: DAV
(data valid), NDAC (not data accepted), and NRFD (not
ready for data). These lines provide communication be-

tween the instrument that is talking and the instruments
that are listening to synchronize the flow of information
across the eight data lines. These Lines derive their nomen-

clature from their meaning in the low or one state. e.g.,

when NRFD is low the device is Not Ready For Data.

a. DAV. Signifies that valid information is available

on the data lines.

b. NRFD. Signifies instrument not ready to accept

information.

c. NDAC. Signifies information is not accepted by

the acceptor.

3.3.3.5 Interface. The five interface lines coordinate the

flow of information on the bus.

a. IFC. Ptaces the instrument in the IDLE state.

(Untalk, Unlisten).

b. ATN. Indicates the nature of information on data

lines during a handshake transfer sequence. Low

indicates data lines carry interface commands;

high indicates that the data lines carry data.

c. REN. Arms instrument to select Remote oper-
ation when its LISTEN ADDRESS is received
(Low for Remote).

d. SRQ. Service request signal Line that signals the

controller that a peripheral or bus member wants

attention for such purposes as transmitting meas-

urement, status or condition information to the

bus controller.

e. EOI. End or Identify signal. Used lor two pttr-
poses: (1) to signify the end of a message and
(2) to signal bus peripherals to set the I/O bit
assigned for para11e1 po11 identitication process.
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DATA

HANDSHA K E

INTE R F ACE

tNOT USED WITH
MODEL 9514/951s

PIN

t OIO-1 Data lnlout Bit 1 (LSB)

DATA LINES ABE
USED TO TFIANSFEB
DATA FROM ONE
INSTRUMENT TO
ANOTHE B

2 DtO-2 Data ln/Out Bit 2

3 DIO-3 Data lnlout Bit 3

4 DI0-4 Data lnlout Bit 4

13 DfO-s Dara lnlout Bit 5

14 DIO-6 Date lnlout Bit 6

15 oto-7 oata lnlout Bit 7

16 DrO€ t Data ln/Out Bit I
b OAV (OATA VALID) HANDSHAKE LINES OPEFATE IN

A PROPEFI TIME SEOUENCE FOR
COMPLETE COMMUNICATION
BETWEEN INSTRUMENTS

7 NRFD (NOT READY FOR DATA}

I NDAC (NOT DATA ACCEPTED)

5 EOI (END OR IDENTIFY)
INTERFACE LINES ARE USED
TO PROVIDE AN ORDEFILY
FLOW OF INFORMATION BE.
TWEEN UNITS

I IFC ( I;{TERF,ACE CLEAR)

10 SRO (SERVICE REOUEST)

11 ATN (ATTENTION)

17 REN (REMOTE ENABLE)

Figure 3.5 - Data Bus Lines ond Interfoce Signal Pin Assignments

Table 3.26 - IEEE 488 1975 Standard Interface Subset Capability

Subset

Mnemonic Function Capability

SHI Source Handshake Complete
AH1 Acceptor Handshake Comoiete

T5 Taiker Comolete
TEO Extended Talker None

L4 Listener All except listen onlv
LEO Extended Listener None

SRl Service Request Comolete

RLl Remote/Local Complete
PPO Parallel Poll None

DC] Device Clear Comolete
DTI Device Trisser Complete
CO Controlier None
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3.3.4 Handshake.

3.3.4.1 The handshake is the process by wh-ich each data

byte is transferred from the source to the acceptor.

3.3.4.2 Shown in Figure 3.7 is the sequential relationship

between the DAV, NRFD, and NDAC llnes, used to trans-

fer data bytes. Figure 3.6 illustrates the handshake flow
chart.

3.3.5 AddressAssignment.

3.3.5.1 Modei 9514/9515 counter/timer, when used as a

system i-nstrument must be assigned an address as a bus

member. The instrument is equipped with an address switch

located on the rear panei which enables the user to assign

it one of 31 decimal addresses. The decimai addresses avail-

able are the numbers 00 through 30.

3.3.5.2 Table 3.27 contains all of the information required

for setting the instruments address and determining the

talk and listen address codes for use in programming the

controller. The use of this information is described in the

following paragraphs.

3.3.5.3 Refer to Table 3.27 and note that the right hand

column shows the decimai addresses available for assign'

ment to the 95 14 and 95 15. The column titled "Address

Switch Setting" illustrates the positions of the switches for
each decimal address. To set the address on the instrument,

select the desired decimal address, refer to Table 3.27, and

set the switches on the address switch to the pattern shown

in the "address switch" column of the table.

3"3.5.4 Once the instrument has been assigned an address

and the address switch has been set, the controller may

address the instrument as a talker or as a listener by trans-

mitting the appropriate ASCII character on the data lines.

The "Data Lines" column shows the 7 bit binary code

required for each talk and listen address assigned to the

instrument. Thdse are the codes the controller must trans-

mit to establish the talker-Listener condition of the counter.

Note that there are 2 address codes used for each decimal

address. Each of these address codes constitutes a different
ASCII character. For example, if it is desired to use the

decimal address 02 the address switch on the rear panel of
the instrument is set to the pattern shown in Table 3.27

and as shown in the table, the talk address is the ASCII
character B and the listen address is the ASCII character ".
Note that the only difference in the binary code in each

case is the state of data lines D6 and D7.

3.3.5.5 Table 3.27 illustrates the data [ne code in binary
form for each decimal address. Again using the example for
decimal address 02 note that bits Dl through D5 are the

same for both taik and listen address and that the only

difference is in bits D6 and D7.

3.3.6 Bus Operation Sequence.

3.3.6.1 The transmission of programming instructions to

the instrument and the subsequent transmission of meas-

urement data to the controller is accomplished by trans-

mitting programming instructions as outlined in the bus

operation sequence in Table 3.28. Table 3.28 and the

accompanying timing chart (Figure 3.7) illustrates the

sequence of the transmission of device dependent messages

to the counter to cause it to measure the frequency of a

measurement signal applied to channel A and transmit the

resultant measurement data to the controller by the inter-

face bus.

3.3.6.2 Note that the left hand column of the table con-

tains line numbers. These are used for reference purposes

throughout the following description of the bus operation

sequence. The column titled "Handshake Lines" indicates

the high/low condition of the handshake iines at various

points throughout the two-way transmission of information
over the bus. In a similar fashion the columns titled "lnter'
face Lines" and "Data Lines" contain entries reflecting the

state of the interface [nes and data lines during operation.

The column titled "Meaning or Function" contains entri.es

explaining the purpose of each operational step during the

data transfer.

3.3.6.3 A timing chart is included to illustrate the con-

dition of each individual bus iine at each stage of the data

transfer operation. Note that the timing chart includes

numbers adjacent to each level change;these numbers refer

to the individual line entries of the table. The command
programming and subsequent data transfer operrtion rre
described in the followilg paragraphs.

3.3.6.4 The measurement operation used for the example

of bus operation in Table 3.28 is a simple frequency meas-

urement using channel A of the Model 9514195i5 counter.

The measurement parameters are as follows: Function: Fre'
quency A: resolution: i0 hertz, channel A coupling:
DC, input configuration: Separate, channel A triggering:

Automatic. Note that lines 17 through 27 of the table con-

tain the Device Dependent Messages required to program

the instntment for this operation and that the program

string is F0G5A2C0LAA.

3.3.6.5 For purposes of this exampie, it is assumed that
the Model 951119515 has been assigned the decimal address

02 and that the controller is a Hewlett-Packard 9825 calcu-

lator with the talk address U. It is further assumed that both
the controller and the counter are a system connected.
turned on and operational.



3.3.6.6 Tabie 3.28 shows the sequence of bus operation.

Lines I through l3 show the detailed operation ofthe bus

for one handshake cycle; the transmission of one ASCII
character as a bus message. Lines 14 through 50 do not
indicate the detail of each handshake cycle. They indicate
oniy the transmission of the characters required for the

programming commands and the subsequent transmission
of the data by the counter. Each transmission by the con-

troiler or the counter shown in lines 14 through 50 requires
the handshake cycle illustrated by the line entries 1 through
13 of the table.

3.3.6.7 Refer to Table 3.28, line 1, and note that the first
operation performed is the setting of the Remote Enable

(REN) line to the low state. As explained in the table, this
operation arms the bus members to go to the remote mode.

The controller then transmits the interface clear (IFC) sig-

nal which stops bus activity and the attention (ATN) line is
set 1ow indicating that the next data byte placed on the bus

by the controller will be a Bus Message. Note in the timing
chart that when the ATN line is set low (3) that the counter
responds by setting the NRFD line high (a). This response

by the counter indicates that it is now ready to accept data.

3.3.6.8 When the counter transmits the ready for data sig-

nal by setting the NRFD line high (line 4 of Table 3.28), the
controller puts the bus message UNL on the data lines. As
shown in line 5 of the table this is the ASCII character ?.

The unlisten message is a universal message understood by
all bus members as the command "unlisten". Having placed
the data character on the lines, the controller now says the
data is valid by setting the DAV line low (6). The counter
then says "l'm going to accept the data now on the data
iines; don't change the data lines". The counter then reads

the data Lines (8) and acknowledges acceptance of the data

by setting the NDAC line high (9). The controller then
removes the data valid signai (10) and the counter removes

the data accepted signal from the bus (11). At thls point
one ASCII character has been transmitted by the controller
to the counter and the counter is now ready to accept a

new data byte. It indicates this (12) by setting the NRFD
line high. The controiler now puts the next character on the

data line and the handshake cycie for the transfer of the
character is repeated. The next character transmitted by the

controller is the ASCII character U which is the talk address

of the Hewlett-Packard 9825 calculator. As indicated in
Table 3.28, by transmission of th.is character, the caiculator
is making itself a talker. The next character transmitted is

the quotation mark which is the listen address of the 9514/
95 1 5 counter when it has been assigned the decimal address

02.

3.3.6.9 Lines 16 through 27 of the table illustrate the

sequence of transmission of the program string which
instructs the counter to make the channel A frequency

measurement. Lines 28 and 29 of the tabie indicate the end

of transmission characters CR (caniage return) and LF (line

feed). Note that at line 16 of the table the controller sets

the ATN line high indicating that the program string to
foilow in Lines 17 through 29 arc device dependent

messages.

3.3.6.10 Having transmitted the program string of device

dependent messages to the counter, the controiler then sets

the ATN line low indicating that the characters to follow
in [nes 31 through 33 are bus messages. These bus messages

change the talkeri listener relationship of the controller and

counter; the counter is made a talker and the controlier
becomes a listener.

3.3.6.11 Lines 35 through 51 illustrate the sequence of
the transmission of data by the counter. The handshake

sequence is the same when the counter is transmitting data

as that outlined in Lines I through 13 of the table, ercept
that the counter is controlling the handshake lines.

3.3.6.12 Upon completion of the data transmission, the

model 9514 transmits a carriage retum (CR) and line feed
(LF) to indicate the end of the data transmission. In add-

ition, the counter pulls the EOI line low with the trans-

mission of the line feed character as an additional indi-
cation of the end of the data message.

3.3.7 lnterface Message Repertoire.

3.3.7.1 The Model 951419515 counter/timer is equipped
with a standard GPIB interface which conforms to the
specifications contained in IEEE488-1 975.The specification
includes the definition of multi-line interface messages and
this definition divides the messages into two groups; the
primary command group and the secondary command
group. The 95i4/9515 includes none of the secondary com-
mand group in its interface message repertoire.

3.3.7.2 The primary command group of interiace messages

is further broken down into four lorver categories: (1) the
listen address group, (2) the taik address group, (3) tire
universal command group and (4) the addressed command
group. The model 95 1.1 is desigrred to include in lts inter-
i-ace message repertoire 31 listen addresses and 3l talk

J.+J



Table 3.29 - Interface Messages used with Model 9514i9515 Counter-Timer

Message Meaning
HEX

CODE

Decimal
Equiv.

DATA LINE CODE
,7

6 5 4 3 2

GTL Go To Local 01 I 0 0 0 o 0 0

SDC Seiected Device Clear 04 4 0 0 0 0 0 0

GET Group Execute Trigger 08 8 0 0 0 I 0 0 0

LLO Local Lock Out 11 l7 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

DCL Device Clear 14 20 0 0 I n 1 0 0

SPE Serial Poll Enable 18 24 0 0 I I 0 0 0

SPD Serial Poll Disable t9 25 0 0 i I 0 U I

UNL Unlisten 3F bJ 0 I I I 1 1 i

IINT Untalk 5F 95 0 I 1 I I I

addresses. The listen and taik address group to wtrich the

instrument may be configured by its address switch to
respond are listed in Table 3.27 . An explanation of the use

of this table is inciuded in an accompanying paragraph.

3.3.7.3 The interface messages to which the 9514/9515
timericounter is designed to respond are listed in Table 3.29

along with their decimal equivalent, hex equivalent, mean-

ing and data line code. The function of the 951419515 in
response to each of these commands is described in the

following paragaphs.

3.3.7.4 GO TO LOCAL (GTL).

3.3.7.4.1 As shown in Table 3.29, the GTL command
means go to local and the decimal and hex equivalent are

both 01. Upon on receipt of this interface message the

95 14, if previously programmed for remote, will return to
its local operational state. This means that the instrument
will then perform the function according to the settings of
the front panei controls on the instrument until such time

as it returns to remote control. The Model 951419515 must
be in its listener addressed state to execute this command.

3.3.7.s SELECTED DEVTCE CLEAR (SDC).

3.3.7.5.1, Upon receipt of the SDC command the model

951119515 rviii go to the home state which is defined in
Table 3.31. The decimal and hex equivalent are both 04.

The instrument must be in its addressed listener state to
execute this command.

3.3.7.6 GROLP EXECUTE TRIGGER (GET).

3.3.7.6.1 As shown in Table 3.29, the decimal and hex

equivaients of the GET command are both 08. Upon

receipt of the GET interface message the Model 951419515
will execute a measurement in the function for which it has

been previously programmed. The use of the group execute

trigger command is to cause the simultaneous execution of
a number of functions by a number of bus members at the

same time. To use this command, two or more bus members

are programmed to perform a function on receiving the GET
interface message or a trigger command. Subsequently the

controiler will transmit the GET command and al1 bus mem-

bers previousiy programmed will begin execution on receipt
of the command.

3.3.7.7 LOCAL LOCK OLJ-[ (LLO).

3.3.7.7.1 After the Model 951119515 has gone into remote

operation it will stay in remote operation under control of
the bus controller until either the bus controller gives the

command go to locaJ (GTL) or until the reset button on the

front panel of the instrument is depressed. When the reset

button is actuated, the instrument illuminates al1 seven bars

of each of the display LEDs and returns to local operation.
Return-to-locai (RTL) operation via the front panel reset

button mav be prevented by the bus controller by the trans-

mission of the interface message LLO.

1)J-+I



3.3.7.8 DEVTCE CLEAR (DCL).

3.3.7.8.1 The decimai equivalent of the DCL command
as shown in Table 3.29 is 20, the hex 14. This command is

identical in operation to the SDC command except that the

counter does not need to be in its iistener addressed state.

When this command is transmitted on the bus all devices on

the bus which respond to the DCL will clear.

3.3.7.9 SERTAL POLL ENABLE (SPE).

3.3.'7 .9.1 As shown in Table 3.29 ,the decimal equivalent
of this interface command is 24; the hex equivalent i8.
The function of this command is to cause all bus members
responding to the SPE command to ready their status word.
Thus, when a bus member has transmitted a service request
(SRQ), the bus controller can transmit the serial poll enable

command, sequentially command each bus member to
transmit its status byte and thus identify the bus member
requesting attention. The Modei 95141951 5, upon receipt
of the SPE interface message, immediately prepares to
respond to a status request from the controller. If the 9514/
9515 has previously transmitted an SRQ, it will set bit 7 of
the status byte to l. The Model 951419515 makes a service

request whenever it has data ready for the controiler (Sl or

S3). In the case of the overflow the status byte, bit 1 will be

set to the i state;if data is ready, bit 2 of the status byte
will be set to the 1 state. Thus the serial poil allows a bus

member to set the service request line to the I state indi-
cating to the controller that it wants attention and the

controller may sequentially interrogate each bus member to

determine which bus member has requested service and the

purpose lor the request.

3.3.7.10 SERTAL POLL DTSABLE (SPD).

3.3.7.10.i As shown in Table 3.29 the decimai equivalent

to the SPD command is 25;the hex equivalent is 19. The
function of this command is to signal that the serial poll
transaction has been completed.

3.3.7.11 LNLTSTEN(UNL).

3.3.7.i 1.1 As shown in Table 3.29 the decimal equivalent
of this command is 631 the hex equivalent is 3F. This com-
mand is aiso a universal interface message understood by all
members of the bus as a command to go to the un[sten
state. When this command is transmitted all bus members
previously in the listen state wiil return to the unlisten
sta te.

3.3.8 Device Dependent Messages.

3.3.8.1 The messages which controi the operation of the

Model 9514/9515 counter/timer,when in system operation,
are referred to as device dependent messages. These messages

are simply combinations of ASCII characters which the
instrument recognizes as specific instructions. To prograrn

the instrument for a specific operation, the operator pro-
grams the controller to transmit a sequence of these mes-

sages, referred to as a program string. The program string is
variable in length and has no fixed format. The only tbrmat
requirements are that an individual command be trans-

mitted as a pair of characters or, in some cases, three charac-

ters. Individual commands may be transmitted in any order

and require no delineators or spacing for the instrument to
understand.

3.3.8.2 The device dependent messages are listed in Table

3.30 along with the 951419515 operation and any special

notes that appiy. The device dependent messages applicable
to the 951419515 are divided into subcategories of Function
Commands, Range Commands, Input Configuration, Trigger
Control, Mode Control, and Trigger Status Messages. In
generai, the various commands cause the instrument to per-

form the same functions as the front panel control settings
do, as outlined in the section on bench operation. There are

special cases howeler, where there are extra functions avail-

abie under remote control which are not available in the

bench operation mode. Further. there are some special situ-
ations requiring special attention to the operation sequence

used with the Modei 951419515. The following paragraphs

describe the function of each of the device dependent mes-

sages and the presentation of any special considerations
applicable to the various indivldual messases.

3.3.8.3 FLNCTION COMMANDS.

3.3.8.3.1 There is a function command equivalent to
each position of the function switch on the front panel of
the instrument. Note that the 951419515 operation column
of Tabie 3.30lists the eleven functions available on the instru-
ment and that the bus message column shows the pair of
ASCII characters required to program the instrument for
each of these functions. To program a function, the con-

troller need transmit only the two ASCII characters re-

quired for the desired function, e.g.. to program the meas-

urement function lrequency A. the controller simplv trans-
mits the trvo ASCII characters F and 0 over the bus to the

95t419515.
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Table 3.30 - Model 951419515 Device Dependent Messages

FUNCTION COMMANDS

951419515 OPeration Program
Code

Special Notes

FA
FC
B/A
clA
P

TI
PA
TIA
FB
C/A+B
TOT

FO

Fi
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F'7

F8
F9
F:

The counting logic is cleared whenepqa Function Command is received via the interface

bus. Refer to Tabie 3.1 , Referen.. (, for the explanation of instrument operation in

each function.

Suggested Mode: Single measurement, next reading on the fly.

RANGE COMMANDS

951419515 Operation
Program

Code
Special Notes

Range 0
1

2
J

4
5

6

7

GO

GI
G2
G3

G4
G5

G6
G7

The counting iogic is cleared whenever a Range Command is received ria the interface

bus. RefertoTable3.l,Reference(g)fortheresolution/gatetimeforeachrange.

INP{.-IT CO NF IGURATION

951419515 Operation
Program Code

Special Notes
Ch.A Ch.B

Pos slope
Neg slope

DC
AC
X1

x10
xr00

AO

A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6

BO

B1

B2

B3
B4
B5

B6

These commands perform rhe qperation controlled by lront panel controls shorvn in

Figure3.r,Reference@ @ @ @ @ and€D

S.p
Com.

Test

CO

C1

C2

Refer to Table 3.1, Reference

commands.

( 2l ) for an exolanation of the function of these\_-/
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Table 3.30 - Model 951419515 Device Dependent Messages continued

TRIGGER CONTROL

951419515 Operation
Program Code

Special Notes
Ch. A Ch. B

Auto trigger
Set trig. 1evel

LAA
LATDDD

LBA
LBT.DDD

Refer to paragraph 3.3.8.6.
Range: -300 to +300

TRIGGER STATUS'(Data Output)

MODE CONITROL

951419515 Operation Program Code Special Notes

Leve

kve
leve
Leve

Leve

Leve

Meas

A trig.
. B trig.
A + Peak

IB+Peak
A - Peak

B - Peak
urement

HO

H1

H2
H3
H4
H5
H6

Paragraph 3.3.8.7 presents a detailed description of these commands

and the associated output message transmitted by the instrument.

Commands H0 through H5 are "singie shot" in function;i.e., once the

output message is transmitted by counter, the instrument reverts to

measurement output mode (H6).

951419515 Operation Program Code Special Notes

Single measure no SRQ
Single measuLe SRQ
Multiple measure no SRQ

Multipie measure SRQ

Next reading on the fly

SO

SI
S2

S3

I Use 'T' or group execute trigger to start measurement.

Internal Arm
External Arm
Selective Gate
Sync. Window
Gate Delay

50S) Input [mpedence

High Impedence Input

UO

U1

U2
U3
U4

U5

U6

Mode control commands U0 through U6 are Extended Program

Option 55E.

Start/Stop

Trigger

Reset

P

T

R

Toggie command.

Used to start a measurement (especially with S0 or S1)

See section 3.3.8.23 and table 3.31.
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3,3.8.4 RANGE COMMANDS.

3.3.8.4.1 Like the function commands, the range com-
mands are interface messages equivalent to the various
positions of the range switch on the front panei of the
instrument. For example, to program the instrument to
range zero or I MHz resolution, the controller transmits the
two ASCII characters G and 0.

3.3.8.5 INPUT CONFIGURATION.

3.3.8.5.1 The input configuration commands are the
remote messages which perform the same instrument con-
trol function as the setting of the slope control, coupling
control and trigger range controls on the front panels of
the instrument. Like the function and range commands
described above, the commands are simply pairs of ASCII
characters. There is one difference, however, and that is the
fact that there are different commands for channel A and
for channel B. Note that the input configuration portion
of Table 3.30, the bus message colurnn contains a column
for channel A and another column for channel B. As
shown in the table to program channel A for positive
slope, the controller transmits the ASCII characters A and 0.
If it were desired to program channel B for positive siope,
the controller must transmit the ASCII characters B and 0.

3.3.8.5.2 The input configuration may be set to SEpA-
RATE channel, CON,IMON channels or to TEST by the
transmission of the ASCII characters C0, C1 or C2. These
command messages perform the same function as the
setting of the input configuration switch located on the
front panel of the instrument.

3.3.8.6 TRIGGER CONTROL.

3.3.8.6.1 Just as in the bench operation mode, the model
951419515 may be set to set its own triggerlevels automatic-
aily or the trigger levels may be set to some specific desired
level before the instrument is put into operarion. Further,
the trigger 1eve1s may be changed while the instrument is
in operation by transmitting additional trigger control
commands.

3.3.8.6.2 The simplest method of operation, ol course, is
to use the auto trigger mode. Like the input configuration,
the trigger levels must be programmed for each channel. To
set the channel A into auto trigger mode, the controller
transmits the ASCII characters LAA. This mnemonic
comes fiom the words Level A Auto. There is a similar
cornmand for channel B: LBA from the rvords Level B
Auto.

3.3.8.6.3 It is sometimes useful to have the instrument
trigger at predetermined signal levels. For example, in mak-
ing a rise time measurement, the peaks of the signai can be

measured through the use of a scope or the 95I4l91ts
counter. The trigger levels can then be set to any desired
level to measure the time intervai between the two channel
triggers. The figure shown beiow illustrates a waveform and
the voltage levels used for a sample rise time measurement.

2.1V

+0.4v
Trigger Level

3.3.8.6.4 Assume that it is desired to measure the trigger
levei of the pulse shown. Note that the pulse starts at .4
volts and rises to a peak of 2.5 volts. Assume further that it
is desired to measure the time that it takes for the level to
rise from the 10 percent to the 90 percent point of the
pulse. Channel A trigger level would be programmed for
0.61 volts;while channel B wouid be programmed to trigger
at 2.29 volts.

3.3.8.6.5 To transmit specific fixed trigger leveis, the con-
troller must transmit the channel identification, the polar-
ity, and a 3-digit number indicating the value of the desired
trigger level. In the exampie given above ro program
channel A to trigger at .61 volts, the controller would trans-
mit the ASCII characters LA+06 1. In this example, the
channel A attenuator would have been previously program-
med in the times 1 range by the transmission of the ASCII
characters 44, and thus the instrument would understand
the 061 to be .6i volts.

3.3.8"6.6 In a sirnilar fashion, the channel B atrenuaror
would have been programmed to the times I range by the
transmission of the ASCII characters 84 and to set the
trigger level B, the controller would transmit the ASCII
characters LB+229.

3.3.8.6.7 If the particular controlier with which the 9514/
951 5 is being used happens to transmit a decimal point some-
where in the trigger level string, tire operation of the 95 I-li
9515 wili be unaffected in that when the trigger level com-
mand message is received; any decimal point is ignored. In
this command sequence the instrument recognizes only
numeric ASCII characters atier the first tfuee characters.

3.3.8.6.8 Some high level langua.-ee conrrollers will not
allow output oi leading zeroes: in this case, one or trvo digits
may be transmirted as long as rhe)/ are followed by the
ASCII character X. which rviii act as a terminator for the
trigger leve1 entry sequence.



3.3.8.7 TRIGGER STATUS (DATA OUTPUT).

3.3.8.7.1 There are occasions when it is necessary for the

controiler to obtain the trigger status;as in the case where

the instrument has been programmed to use the auto trigger

mode, has made a measurement and has established the

1evels required for triggering. In this case the controller can

transmit a message requesting that the 9514195 i5 transmit

the trigger status. For example, if the controller wants to

know the trigger status for channel A it should transmit the

ASCII characters H0. In response to this, the instrument

will transmit a polarity sign followed by three decimal char-

acters, a carriage return, a line feed and will iower the End

Or Identify (EOI) line to signify the end of the trans-

mission. The trigger status message contains a decimal

point.

3.3.8.7.2 Note that there are six parameters for the two
channel trigger level; it requires three parameters to des'

cribe each of the input signal levels.

3.3.8.7.3 When the Model 951419515 is commanded to

use the auto trigger mode it determines the positive peak of

the measurement signal and the negative peak of the measure-

ment signal. The midpoint between the positive and nega'

tive point is then assigned as the triggering level. This func-

tion is described in paragraph3.3-8.6.2.

3.3.8.8 MODE CONTROL.

3.3.8.8.i The mode control commands determine the

signal transfer timing between the 951419515 and the con-

troller. A description of the mode controi command func-

tions is presented in the foliowing paragraphs.

3.3.8.9 SINGLE MEASIJ'REMENT NO SRQ.

3.3.8.9.1 As shown in Table 3.30 the message for this

command is S0. When this command is transmitted as a

part of an overail program string the ilstrument sets up

internaily to the function and range commanded and waits

until it receives a trigger command (T or GET). When the

trigger command is transmitted by the controller the

counter will make one measurement, store it and wait until
it receives a taik command before transmitting the meas-

urement data on the bus. The controller is not informed
when the measurement is complete and the data is ready.

3.3.8.10 SINGLE MEASIJREMENT WITH SRQ.

3.3.8.10.1 Upon receipt of the S1 message the counter

sets up the internal circuits to perform the function pre-

viously programmed by the program string and waits for

the T or GET trigger command. Upon receipt of the trigger

command the counter will make a measurement, set the

SRQ bit and data ready bit of the status word and set the

SRQ line low. This informs the controller that the counter

has data ready and is making a service request. After the

controller has accepted the data from the instrument, the

instrument will wait for another trigger before taking

another single measurement.

3.3.8.11 MULTIPLE MEASUREMENTS NO SRQ.

3.3.8.11.1 Upon receipt of the 52 message the instru-

ment takes a measurement and waits for the controller to
take the data by making the 951419515 a taiker. As soon as

the controller takes the measurement data from the counter

in the muitiple measurement mode, the counter immediately

makes a new measurement and again waits for the controller
to take the data.

3.3.8.12 MULTIPLE MEASTIREMENTS WITH SRQ.

3.3.8.12.1 Upon receipt of the 53 message the counter

makes a measurement, sets the SRQ bit and data ready bit
of the status byte and sets the SRQ line iow. After the con-

trolier takes the data from the counter the counter will
immediately make another measurement and transmit an-

other service request.

3.3.8.13 NEXT READING ON THE FLY.

3.3.8.i3.1 Upon receipt of the V message, the counter
prepares to take an "on the fly" reading. When the next
taik command is received, the instrument immediately out-

puts the data in the accumulator withottt waiting for the

end of the cunent measurement. A V message must be

transmitted for each "on the fly" reading.

3.3.8.14 CONTINUOUSARM.

3.3.8.14.i Upon receipt cf the U0 message, the instrument
operates normally in that the gate operates in the normai
unmodified manner. For example, an input signal appiied to

channel A in the FA mode causes the instrument to trigger

in the automatic arm mode; the main gate is under control
of the channel A trigger controls rather than an extemal
control signal.

3.3.8.15 EXTERNAL ARM.

3.3.8.15.1 Upon receipt ol the U1 message, the instru-

ment goes into the external arm mode. In this mode the

main gate is under control of an external signal applied to

the gate control BNC connector on the rear panel. See para-

graph I .3.9.5.

I
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Figure 3.8 - Status Byte

3.3.8.16 SELECTIVEGATE. 3.3.8.23 RESET.

3.3.8.16.1 Upon receipt of the U2 message the instru- 3.3.8.23.1 Upon receipt of the R message the instru-
ment goes into the selegqlve gate mode wh-ich is described ment immediately goes to its home state. The condition of
in Tabie 3.4, Reference(r. the various internal circuits of the instrument in the home

state is shown in Table 3.31.
3.3.8.17 SYNCHRONOUSWINDOW.

3.3.8.1'7.1 Upon receipt of the U4 message the instru-
ment goes into the syncfuonous vrindow mode which is

described in Table 3.4, Referen.. @.
3.3.8.18 GATE DELAY.

3.3.8.18.1 Upon receipt of the U4 message the instru-
ment goes into the gate delay mode. Thilmode of oper-
ation is described in Table 3.4, Referen.. (3r.

3.3.8.19 HIGH IMPEDANCE INPUT.

3.3.8.19.1 Upon receipt of the U6 message the input
impedance of channels A and B will be approximatelv
l megohm.

3.3.8.20 50 OFLM INPUT IMPEDANCE.

3.3.8.20.1 Upon receipt of the U5 message the input
impedance of channeis A and B will be approximately
50 ohms.

3.3.8.21 START/STOP.

Table 3.31 - Home State Condition

Operating Parameter Home State Condition

Trisser Level A Zero (LA + 000)
Trisser Level B Zero (LB + 000)
kve A + Peak Zero

Leve A - Peak Zero

Leve B + Peak Zero

leve B - Peak Zero

On-the-Fiv lnactive
Trieser Required No
Mode Multiple N'Ieasurement

No SRO (S2)

Channel A+B Slope (A0. Br)
Channel A+B Couplins DC (A2, 82)
Channel A+B Trieser Range r00 (A6. B6)
Inout Confisuration Common iC 1)

Function Time Interval(F5)
Ranse 0

Arming Normal(U0)
Data Output Measurement (H6)

3.3.8.21.1 Upon receipt of the P message the instru-
ment reacts as though the start/stop pushbutton on the 3.3.8.24 STATUS MESSAGES.
front panel had been pressed. The operation of thejRrt/
stop function is described in Table 3-1, Reference (:A) 3.3.8.24.1 To inform the controller of its sratus rhe model
Tlris mode is used only with the totalize function. \/ g|l4l9515 assembles and transmits a status message, referred

to as the status byte. The status byte is transmitted in re-

3.3.8.22 TRIGGER. sponse to the controller's serial poll enable message. Tfie
controller generates the serial poll enable cycle in order to

3.3.8.22.1 Upon receipt of the T message the instru- find out which bus member has requested service. When
ment immediatelv performs a measurement in the ir,rnction the instrument becomes a talker after it receives the serial
for which it has been programmed bV a previously trans- poll enable command, it transmits the status byte to the
nutted program string. controlier.
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OPERATING
PROGRAM

SERVICE
ROUTINE

SERVICE
ROUTINE

COMMAND
SUBROUTINE

R EPLY/
PROCESS

l'-noo rirorrrnu-l
PERIPHERAL

isiirY{-i

COUNTER TRANSACTIONS TRANSACTIONS

Figtae 3.9 - Software Orgonizarion

3.3.8.24.2 The status byte is shown in Figure 3.8. Note The decimal point may appear after the first, second or

that it contains 3 bits that convey specific information. third digit and its position indicates that the input attenu-

Bit i when set to a 1 indicates that the instrument has over- ator is in the Xi, X10 or Xl00 condition.

flowed. Bit 2 when set to the 1 state indicates that the

instrument has completed a measurement and has data 3.3.8.26 MEASUREMENT DATA OUTPLT| FOR\{AT.

ready for transmission on the bus to the controller. Bit 7

indicates that the Model 9514/9515 has transmitted a 3.3.8.26.1 After the Model 95i4l9515 counter makes a

- service request (SRQ). _ measurement, it transmits it, upon request, in the form of
seventeen ASCII characters in the following format:

3.3.8.24.3 It should be noted that more than one bus

member can transmit a service request at a time and that g.DDDDDDDDDE+DD CR LF
another bus member may have hstigated the transmission

of the serial poll enabie command. If the Nlodel 951119515 In case of overflow condition, the exponent will be set to

has no data ready, has not overflowed and has not trans- +99.
mitted the SRQ it will transmit the status byte when polled,

but the status byte will contain all zeros.

3.3.9 SOFTWARE ORGANIZATION.
3.3.8.25 TRIGGER LEVEL OUTPUT FOR.MAT.

3.3.9.1 The following paragraphs are presented to ac-

3.3.8.25.1 In response to device commands H0 through quaint the reader with the device messages used wlren oper-

H5,the N{odel 95 I419SI5counter will transmit sevenASCII ating lvlodel 9514 9515 counter/timer and to explain the

characters representing trigger level data in the following relationship ol these device dependent messages to the user's

format: overall software Package.
+ D,DD CR LF
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Figure 3.10 - 95 14 Counter Transaction For Frequency Meaurement, Channel A
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3.3.9.2 A calculator, computer or other controller device

software package usuaily includes a collection of trans-

actions, service routines and subroutines for controlling all

of the elements of a system. The relationship of the various

parts of a typical software operating system are illustrated

in Figure 3.9. A complete operating system may include the

main executive program, the keyboard monitor program,

some form of statistical routine, an arithmetic or decision

making routine and a set of peripheral servicing routines.
Figure 3.9 illustrates a portion of a software package

referred to as an operating system. The portion illustrated
is a typical collection of peripheral service routines. These

peripheral service routines are groups of subroutines known
as transactions. Note that the illustration shows a service

routine for a counter, a digital voltmeter and a number of
additional peripheral equipments. A counter service routine

for the Model 95 l4l9515 counter might inciude a number of
transactions, depending on the appiication of the instru-

ment in the system. Each transaction wiil include the bus

commands and device messages necessary to accomplish

the specific function for each transaction. Note that the

transactions shown are for FA (Frequency A), FB (Fre-

quency B), TI (Time Interval), PA (Period Average) and any

number of other transactions necessary for the particular
counter application. Note that under the FA transaction

block a further breakdown is iliustrated: that of the com'
mand subroutine and the reply or process subroutine. This

is the point in the overall software structure that the 95141

9515 device messages appear.

3.3.9.3 COLNTER TRANSACTIONS.

3.3.9.3.1 Figure 3.10 iilustrates a typical counter trans-
action designed to operate the lvlodei 9514195 i5. The ieft-
hand column of the iilustration titled "Bus Action or Mes-

sage" contains a sequence of bus control line titles and device

characters. The second column of the illustration indicates
whether the controller or the counter is controlling the bus

or transmitting the characters. This column is titled "Active
Unit or Talker". The boxes to the right of the second

column identify the portion of the transaction as the com-

mand subroutine or the repiy subroutine. Note that the

command portion of the transaction includes an interface

message which establishes the talker/listener relationship
and the device dependent message which instructs the

counter to perform a specific operation. Once the per-

ipheral, in this case the 9514195 i5 counter/timer, has been

programmed to perform a function, the controller transmits
the second interface message to reestablish the iistener/talker
relationship and the counter makes the measurement and

trairsmits a series of characters over the interface bus which
represents the measurement data.

3.4 PARALLEL BCD SYSTEMS INTERFACE.

3.4.1 This subsection presents the 95i2 Systems Interface.

The foliowing paragraphs describe the programming portion

of the BCD module.

3.4.I .l By design, the Function and the N/Resolution
switches deveiop BCD codes that are read by the Timer/
Counter circuitry to execute the instructions selected.When

remote operation to control the instrument in an automatic

system is designed, the remote device through the interface

board, must supply the identical codes to the Timer/Counter.

3.4.2 Parallel BCD lnterface.

3.4.2.1 The BCD board provides remote programming for
all counter controls and control data lor the recorder. Input
and output connections are through two 50 pin jacks secured

to the rear panel. Figures 3.i1 and 3.12 depict the Remote

and Recorder jacks. The BCD provides interface capabi-lities

with other instruments and controiiers.

3.4.3 lnterface Description.

3.4.3.1 The control lines terminate at the 50 pin Remote

jack J210, but the 50 output line terminated at Recorder

conneclor jack J209, transfers pulse transitions required to

initiate the peripheral functions. With the exception ol
trigger levels, the pulse levels required to execute the circuit

logic are:

True, High or 1: > 2.5V positive-going
False, Low or 0: < 0.8V

The remote trigger voltage levels required for F4 and Fg
channels are described in paragraph 3.4.4.13.

3.4.3.2 In Figure 3.1 1 and 3.12,each line number identifies

the function and the address code, either BCD or single line

digital. The following Peripheral Operation paragraphs add-

ress the Remote and Recorder functions. A "Low" puise

state is required when a bar appears over the labei or

mnemonic.

3.4.4 Peripheral Operation.

3.4.4.1 Numeric Readout: The numeric readout lires have

the designations V1 through V9. The designators represent

the corresponding readout "Window" with V1 to the right.

I
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Figure 3.1 1 'J209 Recorder Jack

the least-significant bit. Refer to Figure 3.13. For example,

a seven in the most-significant bit is shown as:

V9-8 logic 0
V9-4 logic 1

V9-2 logic I
V9-l logic 1

These lines are accessible at J209, the recorder output jack.

and Table 3.32, the Recorder Cabling Guide lists the line

numbers.

3-54

3.4.4.2 Annunciator: Designator "OF" is the annunciator

label which terminates at I?.09 - pin l.

3.4.4.3 Decimal: Eight lines provide the decimal (desig-

nators "DP-1" through "DP-8", ret'er to Figure 3.13) that

describe the number of places to the lefi of the least-

significant digit the decimal is located. These lines are

accessible at 1209, the recorder output jack. Table 3.32, the

recorder CablingGuide, lists the line numbers.

I

Pin Out tabel Pin Out Labei

I
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

t2
13

t4
l5
t6
17

18

19

20

21

22
)?
24

25

OF - Annunciator
DP.8

MHz

Hz

PRT: Print Pulse

v8-8
v7-8
DP.2

V84 - Numeric Readout Lines

v74
v64
v54
v44
v3-8
v2-2
vt-2
v11
v9-2
DP4
DP.6
Sec

v8-l
v7 -l
v6-l
v6-8

26

27

28

29

30

31

J/.

34

35

36

3l

38

39

40

4t
42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

V5-l - Numeric

vs-8
v4-1
v4-8
v3-1
v2-l
v2-8
vl-1
DP.7

v94
v9-8
v9-t
KHz

DP.1

DP.3

DP.5

v8-2
Y7-2

v6-2
v5-2
v4-2
v3-2
v34
v24
vl-8

Read-out Lines
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Pin Out Label Pin Out Label

I
2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

ll
12

l3
l4
15

t6
I1
i8
t9
20

21

22
)1
^tA

25

One Ref
lca
ebrvl
XTOOT

-DCBm=
X'O-o:E
PSB - B Slope

SYMMROT
ZERO.V
Fc FUNCTION
B4

82
B5

B7

B9

A2
ZERO- v
zERo-v
nSec

Fa FUNCTION
Ra - RAI\GE
Rb . RANGE
Rc - RANGE

Rd. RANGE

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

JJ

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

4l
42

43

44
45

46

47

48

49
50

Not Used

Fb FL]NCTION

Fd FLNCTION
B3

B1

B6

B8

A3

PSA - A Slope

xmrr
EMTTTE
g Sec

mSec

TEST
EESET

-HOLDA ANALOG TRIGGER LEVEL INPUT

B ANALOG TRIGGER LEVEL
A9

A8

A7

A6
A5

A4
A1

Figtre 3.12 - J2l0 Remote Jack

Figure 3.13 - Decimsl Point Position



Table 3.32 - Recorder Cabling Guide: 9512 - J209

Output Designator Connector Pin No. Output Designator Connector Pin No.

Numeric vl-l
vt-2
vl4
vl-8

J209 33

16

t7
50

Numeric v8-1

v8-2
v84
v8-8

J209 22

42

9

6

v2-r
v2-2
v24
v2-8

31

15

49

32

v9-l
v9-2
v94
v9.8

37

18

35

36

v3-1

v3-2
v34
v3-8

30

47

48

14

Decimal DP.1

DP.2

DP.3

DP4
DP.5

DP.6

DP.7

DP.8

39

8

40

19

41

20

34

2

v4-l
v4-2
v44
v4-8

?R

46

13

29

v5-1

v5-2

v5-4
v5-8

26

45

l2
27

Unit MHz

KHz

Hz

SEC

mSec

nSec

IlSEC

1210

1210

I2t0

3

38

4

2I
38

20

3'7

v6-1

v6-2

v64
v6-8

24

4
ll
25 Other PzuNT

ONE REF

ZERO REF

OVERFLOW

1209

1210

I2t0
J209

5

I

10,18,19

I

v7 -l
tta a

v71
v7€

43

i0
7
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Table 3.33 - Programming Cabling Guide: 9512 - J2l0

J210 Pin No.J210 Pin No.

4-Line A Trig AnalogFunction

B Trigger
(Binary)

Bt
B2

B3

Bq

BS

B0

Bl
Bg

B9

30

13

29

I2

t4
31

l5
5Z

16

SepiCom

A Trigger

(Binary)
A1

AZ

A3

A4

A5

A6

A7

Ag
A9

50

t7
JJ

49

48

47

46

45

44

B Trig Analog

10, 18, 1e

3.4.4.4 PRT: This designator is the mnemonic for "Print
Pulse". This command at J209-5 indicates that data is avail-

able for recording. The print pulse is a 0 to 1 pulse of
5 microseconds duration.

3.4.4.5 One Ref: One Reference is provided for those
recorders requiring a reference voitage. This line at J209-1
jack, supplies approximately +2.5 volts with an impedance
of I kilohm + 5%. Refer to Table 3.32.

3.4.4.6 Zero: Zero Reference is the recorder common line
to which all of the other output lines are referenced. Pins 10,

18 and 19 on J209 are common. Refer to Figure 3.32.

3.4.4.1 Sys Control: The Systems Control line (pin 9 on
connector J210) programs remote operation when placed

at logic "0". A1l front panei controls are inhibited when
system control is enabled. Refer to Table 3.33.

3.4.1.8 Fa, Fb, Fc, Fd: The four function control lines;
pin no. 28, I 1, 27 and 2l located on J210, enables remote
selection by appiying the BCD code for a specific function
as charted in the Function Prosram Guide. Refer to Tabie
3-33.

FL]NCTION PROGRA.TV CHART

FI.INCTION 210 P NNO BCD
WEIGHT,R ti 21 21

CHECK 0 0 0 0 U

PERIOD 0 0 0 1 I

PEzuOD AVG. 0 0 I 0 2

FREQUENCY A 0 0 I I J

FREQUENCY C 0 0 0 4

TOTALIZE 0 0 I 5

TIME INTERVAL 0 1 0 6

B/A RATIO 0 1 I 7

TIME INTERVAL AVG. 1 0 0 0 8

C/A 1 0 0 1 9

FREQUENCY B 1 0 I 0 10

C/A_B 0 I 1
l1
LI
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Frequency Function

Timebase Programming

J210 Pin No. BCD

Weight25 24 23 22

I MHz 0 0 0 I

0.1 MHz 0 0 I 0 2

10 KHz 0 0 3

1 KHz 0 0 0 4

100 Hz 0 I 0 I 5

10 Hz 0 1 I 0 6

IHz 0 I I 1 7

0.1 Hz I 0 0 0 8

3.4.4.9 Multiplier Time Base: The remote selection of the

multiplier time base is made by applying a binary code to

the four time base command lines located on J210. The

remote selection duplicates the operation of the front panel

pushbuttons. Coding for each iime base is shown below.

The basic formulas to derive the frequency or resolution
time base are listed for the N/RESOLUTION function
switch.

A. Resolution:

107

1oK Hz

Where I <K <8andK=BCDweight

B. Period or Time Interval:

Resolution: tO'7 x 10N = Seconds
Where 1 < K < 8 and K= BCD weight

C. Period Avg.
Time Interval Avg.:

Resolution = l0-7 a-^
10N 

r!!'

Where 0 < N <7 and N= BCD weight

D. Ratio;B/A, C/A:

TIME BASE PROGRAMMING

ALL FLNCTIONS EXCEPT FREQUENCY

Ni RESOLUTION
NITIMBER

J21O PIN NO. BCD
WEIGHT25 24 23 22

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 I I

2 0 0 I 0 2

3 0 U I I 3

+ 0 I 0 0 4

5 0 I 0 I 5

6 0 I I 0 6

7 0 I i I '7

3.4.4.10 Input Controls: The remote operation of input

controls for channels A and B consists of both single line

and binary coded inputs. Coding for the input controls is

provided below.

fc y 16N o, fB x ioN and N = BCD weight
f4 fR

J210 Pin No.

Separate/Common 3

Separate

Common 0

Channei A Range 4 35 BCD Weight

xl00 0 I I

xl0 1 0
,)

XI I I 3

Channel A Slope

J210 Pin No.

34

+ 1

0

Channei A AC/DC

J210 Pin No.
)

AC I

DC 0

3-5 8



Channel A
Trigger Level

J2l0 Pin No.

44*l 45 I 46 47 48 49 33l17ls0

*Most Significant Bit

Channel B
Trigger Level

J2l0 Pin No.

16* 321 15 31 t4 t2 291 13 130

*Most Significant Bit

3.4.4.11 Hold: The Hold 1ine, pin 41 of J210, corresponds

to the full clockwise position of the DISPLAY TIIvIE controi
on the front panel. When the Hold line is at loglc 0, the

counter takes one reading and holds the measurement until
the Reset is activated.

3.4.4.12 Reset: The reset corresponds to the front panel

RESET switch. This is a single line control (pin a0 of J210)
and is activated when set to logic 0. The line must be held
at logic 0 for a minimum of 10 microseconds. During power

up and resA, BCD Data Registers are not cleared to zero.

3.4.4.13 Externai Gate: The external gate line (pin 36 of
J210) is used in the Totalize mode to externally estabiish a

gate time during which channel A signal is counted. The

external gate command must be greater than 100 nano-

seconds. Two commands are required per gate time or meas-

urement. The gate is initiated in less than 50 nanoseconds

after the following edge of the first command. The next

command terminates the gate and holds the accumulated

reading. The count may be cleared by pulling the Reset line

to logic 0.

EXT GATE

3.4.4.14 TEST. In the test position, a i0 MHz signal

(Low) is appiied to the inputs of both channel A and

channel B.

3.4.4.15 TriggerLevel:

A. The trigger levels ol channels A and B are capable

of being independentiy set by external control with
either an analog voltage level or a binary coded

input.

B. Analog control of channei A is through pin 42

and controi of channei B is through pin 43 of
connector J210. To program channels to a desired

level, multiply the input voltage by .085.

Example: VIN = 1 1.75, Trigger = i .00 V

C. The Trigger Level (T.L.) voltages vary from a max-
imum 3.i875 volts positive to a minimum of 3.1

volts negative. To find the binary number (BN) lor
a specific trigger level, apply the lormula:

BN = 3.1875 - Required T.L. (decimal equivalent ol BN:
12.s X 10-3 convert to BN)

Example: Require a T.L. of -2.18 volts, iind BN

BN = 3.1875 - (-2.18) = 419 decimal_BN equivalent
i2J X tG3- rounded off

429=bnary i 10101 101

Relating to Channel A;pin numbers on J-2 10

BNlIO
A9 A8 A1

101101
A6 A5 A4 A3 A.2 A1

lt 50

3-5 9

Channel B Range 6 BCD Weight

xl00 0 I I

xl0 I 0 2

XI I I

Channel B Slope

J2l0 Pin No.

8

+ I

0

Channel B AC/DC

J2l0 Pin No.

5

AC I

DC 0

Pin No. 44 45 46 A1 48 49 33



PROGRAM
SETTLING

TIME
100 Ns
or. 1 MS

RESET
2 lOuS <1 MS + GATE TIME DATA REAOY

.,1 MSEC

DISPLAY
TIME (in manual mode)

l3O MS

<5 SEC

TO. T1

T1.T2
T2.T3

T3 .74

T4. T5

TIME FoR INPUTS To SETTLE :. Too Ns. IF PROGRAMMING OF TFIIGGEFT LEVEL OR SIGNAL

CONDITIONING WAS CHANGED. SETTLING TIME WI LL BE 1 MS.

FIESET > 1OPS

(r uS + GATE TIME, GATE OPENS, COUNTS ACCUMULATE lN THE COUNTEFI, GATE CLOSES,

DISPLAY FLIP-FLOP IS RESET.

DATA READY FLAG.(PRINT PULSE)

DISPLAY TIME ELAPSES ( >30 MS TO <5 SEC SELECTABLE ON FRONT PANEL WHEN COUNTER

IS IN MANUAL MODE),

Figure 3.14 - Simplifted Timing Diagram
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sEciloN 4 APPLICATIONS

4.1 INTRODUCTION.

4.1 .1 This section contains system operating examples

for the Model 9514/95 I 5 timer/counter. Each example con-

tains a statement of purpose, a sample program string and

the device dependent message required to program the instru-
ment for the particuiar application. These examples were

prepared using a Hewlett-Packard 9825 calcuiator connected
to the Racal-Dana Model 951419515 ttuough the IEEE 488-
1975 Standard Interface. Each example contains a program

listing as printed by the caiculator along with an explanation
for each line of the program. lf the 951419515 is to be used

with a Hewlett-Packard Model 9825 calculator, the program-
ming presented in this section may be used directiy and/or
further modified to suit the users needs. Because the Model
951419515 may be used with any controller which oper-

ates on the standard interface bus, the user may wish to pre-

pare equivalent software for another controller device. In
such a case the user should review the remote operating
instructions contained in Section 3 of this manual to select
and assemble appropriate operating statements for his con-
troller, which cause the transmission of the required inter-
face messages and device dependent messages.

4.1 .2 For example, in the first program sample in this

section, line zero of the program is r.Eifr i and

the accompanying explanation indicates that this state-

ment on the Hewlett Packard 9825 calcuiator sends the

remote message to all devices on the bus. This statement
causes the calculator to lower the REN line thus arming the

counter for remote operation.

4.1.3 Referring again to the first example note that
line I of the program printout contains the statement

i 1 f i, and that the accompanying explanation indicates
that this sets the floating decimal format. This may or mav
not be a feature or function of the controller in use and

since it is not an interface or device dependent messdge. use

of an equivalent is at the discretion of the user. Line 2 of
the program shows the statement ir.i l't. i i1 :l' r ,The expia-
nation indicates that this transmits the device Listen address

02. The user should select the statement for his controller
which causes it to transmit the listen address assigned to the

counter. Instructions for the address assignment of the

Model 951419515 are presented in paragraph 3.3.5. Table

3.26 shows the address switch setting, the talk and listen
address characters and data line binary code for each avail-

able decimal address of the instrument.

4.1.4 Line 2 of the example aiso contains the program
string which is composed of the device dependent messages.

The device dependent message is the primary subject to
which this section of the manual addresses itself. The ex-

amples contained in this section are presented primarily to
show the various combinations of device dependent mes-

sages used to accomplish the various remotely controlled
measurement operations. Note that the program printout
indicates the string of device dependent messages presented

in the table directly above the program tape. This format is

maintained throughout the section and thus the user may
use this section conveniently by referring to the device

dependent message string shown for each system operation
example.

4.1 .5 Line 3 of the program, shown irr the example, is the

reply subroutine of the program and instructs the counter
to become a talker and transmit the measurement data.

Line 3 also instructs the calcuiator to store the measure-

ment data transmitted by the counter in a storage register
known as "Variable A" and, subsequentiallv, to print the

value in Variable A on the program tape. The final iine

on the program printout is the measurement value

i . 7 i i5:r4E i-tl tfre answer 2'7.13534MH2.
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Purpose: Remotely program the FA function to measure 27 .135 MHz transmitter frequency

951419515 Program String: F0G5A2C0LAA

Device Dependent Messages

Device Code Parameter

FO

G5
A2
CO

LAA

Frequency A
Range 5 (10 Hz)
A DC Coupling
Separate inputs
Channel A Auto Trigger

Llr

{i

lr

L.

IEt'l t

f 1r i

r.r.rf r_. ir_ri!

fiit_'BLFfi "

3: rEd ititi:'

frrt. F
* r" :t !:1 ;:;

Fl!

i, il.j=-r.:i .lE l,-1 i

Sends Remote message to all devices on the bus.

Sets floating decimal (scientific notation) format. Six places to the

right of the decimal. i.e. X.)L\XXXXeXX

Address device 02 (9514/9515) as a listener.

Writes a device dependent message followed by a Carriage Return
(CR) and Line Feed (LF) to device 02 (9514/951 5).

Address device 02 (.951419515) as a talker. Reads values irto
variabie A from device 02 (9514/9515).

Prints the vaiue stored in variable A.

Answer: 27.13534MH2

/a



purpose: Remotely program the FC function to measure a 147 .09 MHz transmitter frequency.

951419515 Program string F1G5

Device Dependent Messages

Device Code Parameter

FI
G5

Frequency C

10 Hz Resolution

il. fEi'r

i r r'1+j.r r lr..

r.,.rrt Ttjlr
:' - i t-.E' 'r

iE'j i[ii:'Fii

-- L.i U

f, I r-l i Lt.jt

't .i : i:i'-i i:t 1 i ii i:t;

Send Remote message to all devices on the bus

sets floating decimai point (scientific notation) nine places to the

right of the decimal. i.e. X.XXXXXXXXXeXX

Address device 02 (951419515) as a listener'

Writes a device dependent message,951419515 program string, followed

by a (CR) Carriage Return and (LF) Line Feed to device 02(951419515)'

Address device 02 (951419515) as a taiker. Reads values into specified

variable (A) from device 02 (9514/9515).

Prints the value stored in variable A.

Answer: Transmitter frequency 147.09015 MHz'

+-J

I



Purpose: Remotely program the B/A Ratio function
10 MHz house standard.

951 419515 Program String F2G6,{3B3COLAALBAH3
'H5

Device Dependent Messages

Device Code Parameter

F2
G6

A3
B3

CO

LAA
LBA
H3

H5

B/A Ratio Function
Range 6

AC Coupling chan.nel A
AC Coupling channel B

Separate inputs
Auto trigger A
Auto trigger B

ChannelB+peaklevel
ChannelB-peaklevel

to check the calibration of a test oscillator against a

variableH=channelB+ peak leve

..->
variable L = channel B - peak level

Sends Remote message to ail devices on the bus.

Cancels any previously sent conversion table and converts CR (Carriage

Return) to a SP (Space) and LF (Line Feed) to a , (Comma).

Address device 02 (951419515) as a listener.

Writes a device dependent message (951419515 program string) followed

by a CR (Carriage Return) and LF (Line Feed) to device 02 (9514 9515)'

Address device 02 (951419515) as a talker. Reads channei B positive peak i
variable H, and the ratio measurement into variable M.

llrI rEn i

1 : r:. iJ li '...r i ::i t ::i: t

LLir +4

.-: r.,.r rt. iU! I

"Flt:i'
ri :j E .j r-:tJ L ll H L EIH H:-r "

:j: rr-,1 iBirHrMi

r:JFt itlir"H5";

rE 'J Tljt! I L

4: H-L+tli

D*.3535+D;

i";<.'l ?i

r:,rt "ft;f'1;:,*'I[t i

f 't.,! F,ir,rt, "8,'
H= " r M

-Address 

device 02(.951419515) as a listener. Write a device dependent

message (951419515 program string) followed by a CR (Carriage Return)

and LF (Line Feed) to device 02 (.951419515).

-Address 

device 02 (9514195 i 5) as a talker. Reads values into variable C

from device 02 (9514/951 5).

Subtracts the value stored in variable L (channel B - peak) from the
yalue stored in variable H (channel B + peak). Places result in variable

D(Peak to Peak value).

Multiplies the value in variable D by .3535 and stores value in

variable D (Peak to peak x .3535= RMS).

Sets flred decimal lbrmat,2 places after the decimal.

Prints the characters RlvlS= and the value stored in variable D.

Sets flxed decimal format, 6 places after the decimal. Prints the

characters B/A (RATIO) and the value stored in variable IvI.

95 l4 Universal Timer/Counter

l0 MHz House Standard

Test Oscillator



5: E+1e7+Ei

f 1t 4i

f.'ft, "F="tE
.i+!CIb63

lr'lrl -. =

E ,.'fi =

p=

E r-l

rjr. BEfr9iir

._r r r_r I rl r_-i E' l:r ._t

Multipiies the value stored in variable M (ratio of channel A and B)
by le7 ( 10 MHz house standard) to obtain frequency of test oscii-

lator and stores that value in variable E.

Sets floating decimal point (scientific notation) format, 4 places to
the right of the decimal. i.e. X.)O(XXeXX

Prints the characters F= and the value stored invariable E.

Answer: RMS value = 8.50V

Ratio of the oscillators = 0.050928

Frequency of the test oscillator = 509.28 KHz.

,t<



Purpose: Measure the period of a 450 Hz sine wave

9514 19515 Program String: F4G0A0A2C0LAAH2
H4

Device Dependent Messages

Device Codes Parameter

F4
GO

AO

A2
CO

LAA
H2
H4

Period
Range 0 (1 period)
Channel A + Slope

Channel A DC coupLing

Separate inputs
Auto trigger channel A
ChannelA+PeakLevel
ChannelA-PeakLevel

r_l, f El'l i

I : r:. r:r f1 I,.r i .:l I ::: ! I

L Lr !'t"t

l. I.r.l[ 1.. i i-ril

rl f ,{ r- 
'-Ji- Ll ll l:l

Ht:1Hir_:iirLttHHt "

.- - -l - '-r'-' '-' 
-, I

.j'r IEU ir-r jl!nI-'!

r.,.r r r.. i r._ri I

itji r i-:

a. l1 !_. iLrl

Display the period, frequency and Peak to Peak value.

A - peak

Send Renrote message to all devices on the bus.

Cancels any previously sent conversion tables. Converts Carriage

Return (CR) to Space (SP) and Line Feed (LF) to Comma (,) for
input data.

Address device 02 (951419515) as a listener.

Writes a device dependent message followed by a Carriage Return
(CR) and Line Feed (LF) to device 02 (95 14i 951 5).

Address device 02 (951419515) as a talker. Read values into
variables A and B from device 02 (9514/951 5).

Address device 02 (.951419515) as a listener. Writes a device dependent

message followed by a Carriage Return (CR) and Line Feed (LF)
to device 02 (9 5 14 I 9 51 5).

Address device 02 (951,+/9515) as a talker. Reads values into variabie C

from device 02 (9514/951 5).

Subtracts the value stored in variable C (channel A - peak level)

from the vaiue stored in variable A (channel A + peak leve1). Stores

the result in variable D.

Sets fired decimal format, 2 places to the right of the decimal.

-ChannelA+peak
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t 1T. .:; r

r:'rt. "F=":'E: i

t .r:i r-J .:i r

{ .i..f .
1., tr,:rE !

t-,ft.. r- !E
+11hi!
F'-F= t:i .'ji:i

r= i. i. I,:,E-l_t .:'

[= +ir3" i:t:::i

Prints the characters P-P= and the value stored in variable D (peak
to peak).

-Sets 

floating decimal (scientific notation) format three places to the
right of the decimal. i.e. X.XXXeXX

-Prints 

the characters P= and the value stored in variable B (Period).

Sets fixed decimal 3 format, three places to the right of the decimal.

-Divides 

I by the value stored in variable B and stores the result in
variable E (reciprocal of period).

-Prints 

the characters F= and the vaiue stored in variable E.

Answer: Peak to Peak value 8.90 Volts

Period 2.218 ms

Frequency 450.836 Hz

n'7



Purpose: Remotely program the Time Interval function to measure the puise width of aT2L 1 Hz ciock

at the two volt level.

9 5 1 4 I 9 5 15 Pro gram : F5 G 1 A0B I A 282 A4B 4C 1LA+2 00LB +200

Device Dependent Messages

Device Code Parameter

F5
GI
AO

BI
A2
B2
A4
B4
cl
LA+200
LB+200

Time in
Range 1

Channe.

Channel

Channel
Channel
AlvoL
B I volt
commo:
Trigger
Trigger

terval

A + Slope
B - Slope

A DC coupling
B DC coupling

: range

r range

r input
level A+2.00V
level B+2.00V

rlr :

I'

t- E'fi

r 1t

'rr-{ .Jl.i'-r-

"f qr- 1I .-ru I

r-lrrE: i fiiE:i1:14tl.ii-: I L
H+ir:1[rLE:+!tlU"

.:,. t'E:l ir-rg!f] !

Er-r. "Ti="rH
r. f _. ._, ._r r_r

TI= 4,'j:ji,iit-l:r1

I

,l

Sends Remote message to all devices on the bus.

Sets floating decimal (scientific notation) format. Five places to the

right of the decimal. i.e. X.XXXXXeXX

Address device 02 (951419515) as a listener.

Writes a device dependent message (951419515 program string) followed
by a Carriage Return (CR) and Line Feed (LF) to device 02 (95 i'+/95 I 5).

Address device 02 {951419515) as a talker. Reads i'alues into specitied

variables (A) from device 02 (95 14l95 1 5).

Prints the characters TI= and the value stored in variable A.

Answer: Time interval = .498662 sec.

4-8
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purpose : Measure the period, using period average for greater resolution, of a 5 volt 15 -6 KHz sine wave from a

hybrid oscillator and convert to frequency'

951419515 Program String: F6G3A0A2A4LA+250

Device Dependent Messages

Device Codes Parameter

F6
G3
AO

A2
A4
LA+250
C1

Period average

Range 3(LOK periods)
Channel A + Slope

Channel A DC couPling

Channel A 1V Range

Trigger levei A 2.50V
Common inputs I

i r i. -lI r I i: ll

ir l.r.li I..

__ii:,ii
i-il._Ih ji-'l+Lrif ;lr ll i_. 1

::: i iErj J'i:1!:"qi

.| .'l:l:Cr

.j. r ltr ll

4: Fi't "FFlEt.i-
i.il= : I-l

rIE+r'.j

FFiE[l-HI=
I 5b5[1. t tl

I n-rl:

Sends Remote message to all devices on the bus.

Sets fixed decimal 2 format, two places to the right of the decimai'

- 

Address device 02 (951419515) as a listener'

Writes a device dependent message followed by a Carriage Return (CR)

and Line Feed (LF) to device 02 (951419515).

Address device 02 (951419515) as a talker. Reads values into variable A

from device 02 951419515.

Divides I by the value stored in variable A and places that new value

(Reciprocal of Period) in variable A.

Prints the characters FREQ-HZ= and the value stored in variable A.

-Answer 

15.6506 KHz
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Purpose: Measure the Pulse Width of a2Y I MHz clock @the S}%point using time interval average for

greater resolution.

g 5 I 4 I 9 5 | 5 Pro gram String : F7G64,08 1 A2B2A4B4LA+ I 00LB+ I 00C 1

Device Dependent Messages

Device Codes Parameter

F7
G6
AO

BI
A2
82
A4
B4
L\+100
LB+100
c1

Time Interval Average

Range 6

channei A + slope

Channel B - Slope

Channel A DC coupling

Channel B DC coupling
Channel A 1V Range

Channel B lV Range

Trigger level A + 1.00V
Trigger level B + 1.00V
Common inputs

r:1 :

1l

f E fI

{ 1t

f
I

h

i: r.,,r rt ilSi r

" F7ui
H [:1 EI 1 H ! E ! H 4 E 4 L H +

IICHLE+lt]t[11: 1"

::: : r'E.,l 7 l-13 r 11 ;

.r. I r_' I r_r I

.f . i .:,.j,trj i E.-):r i

trigger level B

l--tur..-l

Sends Remote message to all devices on the bus.

Sets floating decimal (scientific notation) format. Five places to the

right of the decimal. i.e. X.XXXXXeXX

Address device 02 (951419515) as a listener.

Writes a device dependent message followed by a Carriage Return

(CR) and Line Feed (LF) to device 02 (951419515).

Address device 02 (9514/9515) as a talker. Reads values into variabie A lro
device 02 (9514/9515).

Prints the value stored in variable A.

Answer: .4133907 psec

4-I0



PurpoSe: Measure number of noise spikes occuring on a

951419515 Program String: F: A0A2A5C1LA+055P
P

Device Dependent Messages

Device Codes Parameter

F:
AO

A2
A5
C1

LA+055

P

Totaiize
Channel A + Slope

Channel A DC coupling

Channel A 10V Range

Common input
Trigger level A + 5.5V
Start/Stop

5 volt power supply line over a 3 second intervai

t.t I

ir

t:r

l-E rl t

T .r:. u Lr

r.,J r- t. i lit i I

" F : Ftr:1

nir''l ._rL. I LnTv_r._r._rr

il : r.,.r r:i. i r. i B !.1 Ll i

r,.rrt TtIt!r "F";

.- - -i atr-r.-rr ErJ i u{.! n!

e. t-* A
t-'t r.. tt

...-'- l { 
'-rf,ii Ilr_r

I l.:1

Send Remote message to all devices on the bus

Sets fixed decimai format (no trailing decimais).

Address device 02 (951419515) as a listener.

Writes a device dependent message, followed by a Carriage Return
(CR) and Line Feed (LF) to device 02 (9514i 9515).

NOTE: The first P opens the measurement gate.

Commands the controller to wait 3 sec before proceeding to the next
step.

Address device 02 (951419515) as a listener and writes a device dependent

message followed by a Carriage Return (CR) and Line Feed (LF) to
device 02 (9514/9515).

NOTE: The second P cioses the measurement gate.

Address device 02 (951419515) as a talker. Reads values into varlable A

from device 02 {951419515).

Prints the value stored in variable A.

Answer: 20 noise spikes
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RACAL-DANA lnstnrmerrts lnc. U. S" AND CANADIAN SERVICE CENTERS

oo.Sa

D

FACTORY SERVICE

RACAL.DANA INSTRUMENTS INC.
4 Goodyear Street
lrvine, California 927 18

Telephone: (71 4) 859-8999

PRODUCT SERVICE TWX 910.595.1136

REGIONAL SERVICE CENTER

RACAL.DANA I NSTRUMENTS I NC.

5101 "D" Blacklick Road

Annandale, Virginia 22003
Telephone: (703) 941-0525

INTERNATIONAL SERVICE CENTERS

RACAL-DANA INSTRUMENTS LTD.
Duke Street, Windsor,

Berkshire SL4 1SB, United Kingdom

Telephone: Windsor (0753) 868101, TLX:847013

RACAL.DAN.A I NSTRUM ENTS S.A.
18 ,Avenue Dutartre, 78150 Le ChesnaV, France

Telephone: (1 ) 3-955-8888, TLX: 697 215

RACAL-DANA I NSTRUMENTS GmbH.
Hermannstrasse 29, D-6078 Neu Isenburg,

Federal Republic of Germany

Telephone: 061 02-2861 12,T LX 412850

RACAL-DANA INSTRUMENTS ITALIA srl.
Via Mecenate 84/A,2A138 l\4iiano Ml. ltaly

Telephone: 102) 506276715A62686, TLX: 315697
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REPAIR REQUEST FORM

To allow us to better understand your repair requests, we suggest you use the

following outline and include a copy with your instrument to be sent to your

local Racal-Dana repair facility.

DateOptionsModel Number

Serial Number P. O.#

Company Name

Address

City State Zip Code

Contact Phone Number

l. Describe, in detail, the problem and symptoms you are having.

2. If you are using your unit on the bus, please list the program strings used and the controller
type, if'possible.

3. List all input levels, and frequencies this failure occurs.

4. Indicate any repair work previously performed.

5. Please give any additional information you feel would be beneficial in facilitating a

faster repbir time. (I. E., modifications, etc.)




